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Preface

-.AlthpUgh I was born in Canada, Ukraine, the land of my parents, always held a- - -
strong fascination for me. Wide reading of Soviet publicationa had convinced ma that

it Wai a free republic in a voluntary union with unlindered opportunities for full

development of its language, culture and customs.. In 1963 Ca= an opportunity sought

for many years: a chance to study in Ukraine. September found ma in Kiev whereI was

to remain for two years.

It was not long before various aspects of life in Ukraine began to trouble me,

especially the fact that everywhere the Rudsian language was dominant. The party

propaganda, that this was a natural process initiated by the Ukrainian people them-

selves, proved unconvincing. Experience contradicted the official explanation; awry-

where in Kiev there was evidence of pressure to impose the Russian language. Pain- •

fully and slowly came the realization that what I had supported as a paragon of justice

was, in reality, the worst type of national oppression. The impact of the truth was

disturbing and depressing to the point of illness.

Then gradually, like the warming rays of a.bright new day, slowly but inexorably

pushing through the darkness of despair, began to grow an . awarenees of a deep and

:widespreadopposition to enforced Russification. I resolved to make a thorough study of

the phenomenon, and began to collect all evidence I could find of Rueeification and

the opposition to it. Most of my free time was spent in libraries sifting through any

materials that could throw light an the subject and reveal now data.

Toward the end of the term the authorities became suspicious of my dedicated

, devotion to academic pursuits. Possession of notes on the national question was app-

arently delisted a threat to the security of the Soviet state. Hanover, the bulk of what

I had amassed was already in Canada.

On arrival home, I discussed the problem with close friends fully convinced that

it would be possible to make representations to the authorities in the USSR to at least

stop, if not reverse, the trend. Then in late autumn cane a great shock: I received re-

liable information, that after my departure, there began mass detentions and interrog-

ations in Kiev of Ukrainians who opposed Russification. This was followed by the arriTral



in the r-ring of this year of new published material, not available outside the USSR,

of further centralization of control by, Russians over Ukrainian schools. I began to

move toward'a decision to embark on a public discussion of the problem. Since the field

16 large and Iv profession is that of teacher, I am raising tho issuo in the find of

education.

Some of the published material used here is available in libraries on this contin-

ent; some published material is not available outside the USSR; some has never been pub..

lished. For obvious reasons it would be unwise to reveal haw and where, I obtained the

latter. let ms assure the reader that it in authentic. 'Other information hors used and

not supported by documentary evidence had been corroborated in every instance.

J. Kolasky.
Toronto, Ontario.
October, 1966.
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working youth, also in Russian.
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uage on the curriculum is Russian.
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Instructions (continued) specifying that atudontft, who had not
studied the Ukrainian language and literature previously, are not
required to take it in secondary special educational institutions.
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Figure 1. Postnr announcing opening of registration for Taielv school No * 35 for
working youth. The language is Russian, an indication that the
school is also rusaith.
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and reference book* for students. of higher educational im;titutions.
All are in Russian.

Title page from the bulletin of the library of the Kiev Pedagogical
Inzaitute for January, 1965, listing all new books received for that
month.
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.16. Paos from a stildent'n handbook of higher ecLi.caticnza in,-titutionz
for 1963 0 listing agricultural institutes in Ilbtraine 0 which were
under tho jarisdiction of the :nati2tr7 of r.zric111-6-am of thc UkrZSR.

17. Pagn from a student's handbook of higher oducatior.:31 institutions
for 1965 0 listing books for itu4y in preparation for entrance exam-
inations. All re in Russian.



I Lenin and the Yational Question

In addition to the economic and political grievances in the Russian Empire at the

beginning of the 20th century there existed the deep-rooted and emouldering problem

associated with the existence in the empire of a myriad variety of large and small non-

Russian nations. The basic cause of the discontent among these peoples was the denial

of their national rights, the suppression of their native tongue and the imposition on

them of the Russian language. Marxists in the empire feller recognized the importance

of this problem and devoted much of their attention to it. As early ac the second

congress of the Russian Social Democratic Labour 'Party (1) in 1903 they outlined in

their program a draft of a constitution which would guarantee

The right of the population to be provided education
in its native language... (2)

At the party conference in 1913 the position on the national question was elabor-

ated and restated. The resolution of the gathering declared in favour of

... full equality of rights for 411 nations and
languages, with the absence of a compulsory state
language (in this case Russian J.K.) and guaran-
teeing the population schools with instruction in
all the local languages and the inclusion in the
constitution of a fundamental law, which would
proclaim as illegal any privileges whatsoever to
any nation and any breach of the rights of the
national minorities. (3)

Returning to the problem again on the eve of the Bolshevik revolution, the April

Conference of the party adopted a resolution on the national question in which it

voiced its support for

... wide local autonomy, abolition of control from
above and abolition of a compulsory state language... (4)

Tho inspiration behind the program and resolutions of the party was N.I.Ionin,

the son of a Russian school inspector. Be grew up with a strong sensitivity to injust-

ice and became involved in Marxist groups while at university. Endowed with great in-

telligence and a keen analytical mind, he soon emerged as a leading figure in Marxist

circles.



This great erudition, personal contact with European civilization and a thorough und-

erstanding of the weaknesses and shortcomings of the Tsarist regime made him fully a-

ware of Russia's great possibilities, which, he was convinced, could only be achiev-

ed through the application of the theories of Marx to produce a socialist society

based on abolition of exploitation and equality of rights, for all citizens. Among the

latter were to be included equality of national rights.

He carried on several polemics defending the rights of the national minoritiea

with the ardour characteristic of a religious zealot. The central idea in his theses

was the right of each nation in the Russian Empire to selfadetermination. He enunc-

iated this mcst clearly in his article "Ukraine", written in June, 1917. In it he said:

Cursed Tsarizm made Russians persecutors of the
Ukrainian people, in every ray fostered in them
hatred for those who denied even the children
to speak and study in their native language.
Revolutionary democracy in Russia, if it wishes
to be really revolutionary, really democratic,
should break with this past, should regain for
itself, for the workers and peasantsof Russia,
the fraternal faith of the workers and peasants
of Ukraine, among them the right to free
separation. (5)

On the question of national languages he was as clear, as emphatic and as explicit.

In his article, Critical Notes on the National Question, he stated that

He is not a Marxist, he is not even a democrat,
who does not recognize and does not defend the
equality of rights of nations and languages. (6)

He held up as an example Switzerland, where there were

three state languages, but draft laws for
referendums are printed in five languages. (7)

After the Bolsheviks took power, the Second All-Russian Congress of Soviets,

which had become the organ of state power, meeting November 7-8, 1917, declared in

favour of the principle of national self-determination. (8) On November 17, Lenin, as

chairman of the Council of Peoples' Commissars, issued the Declaration of Rights of the

Peoples of Russia in which he declared that the policy of the Soviet government on the

national question was based on



1. Equality and Sovereignty of the People of
, Ruzeia.

2.The Right of the Peoples of Russia to Frd0
Self-Determination to the roint of Separation
and Formation of an Indepeedent Government.

J. Free Development of the National Minorities
and Ethnographic Groups Inhabiting the

•	 Territory of Russia.	 (9)

National feelings among non-Reseian peoples ran high in the revolutionary period,

There sprang up several national movements for independence. After the triumph of the

Bolsheviks, the non-Russians in the Communist Party took up the fight for elementation

of the program on the national question. Many Russians had regarded the resolutions

and declarations as mere propoganda devices for 'obtaining support in the struggle for

power. Now that the party was in power, they regarded the national question as being

solved. Lenin criticized most sharply such points of view. At the VIII congress of the

party in March, 1919 he said of such people:

7Te have in the Conninsariat of Education...
communistS who say: 'One school, therefore
do not dare to teach in any other language
except Russian.' In my opinion such a
Communist is a Great Russian chauvinist. (10)

In December 2-4, of the same year' the VILLL All Russian Conference of the party

adopted a resolution: Regarding Soviet Policy in Ukraine, composed by Lenin and rat-

ified by the plenum of the CC in November. It outlined clearly the party position on

the language question arid instructed its members as follows:

In view of the fact that Ukrainian culture
(language, echools, etc.) over a period of
centuries was suppressed by Tsarism and tha
exploiting classes of Russia, the CC of the
RCP makes it a duty of all members to assist
with all means the elimination of all im-
pediments to the frets development of the
Ukrainian language and culture... Members of
the RCP on the territory of Ukraine should
enforce in fact the right of the toiling
masses to study and converse in all Soviet
institutions in their native tongue, count-
eracting in every way attempts to push aside
by all artificial means the Ukrainian lang..
uage, and transforming it, on the other hand,
into a tool of Communist education of the
toiling masses. (11) •



Tais was followed on December 5-9 0 by the Seventh All Russian Congress of Soviets.

On its reolutionl Concerning the Oppressed Nations ) the congress voiced support for

"flail abolition of all privileges for any mi.tional group whatsoever." (12)

In March, 1921 the national question was again discussed at the X CongrosS of the

party. Stalin, then Peoples' Commissar of Nationalities, delivered the main report; it

was mot by sharp and severe criticism from delegates of the national republics. Among

these were two Ukrainians : V.P.Zatoneky„ who spoke bitterly of the Russian ',colonizing

element" in Ukraine with its belief in "one indivisible" Russia and pointed out that

the national question was not solved by mere slogans, (13) and tif.O.Skrypnyk, who stated

that in Stalin's report the national question "had not been resolved in the least." (14)

Although Lenin, who had delivered the main political report, did not participate

(his health was failing), the resolutions committee, guided by previous decizione and'

declarations of the party, adopted .a document, which was desigpod as a step in the

practical solution of the national problem. In sharp unequivocal terms it condemned the

previous practice of the old regime as follows:.

The policy of Tsarism, the policy of landlords and the
bourgeoisie in relation to these people .(non-Russians J.K.)
rae'to kill among them the beginning of statehood,
maim their culture, restrict their language, keep
them in ignorance and final34y, as far as possible,
Russi23r them. (15)

and emphasized that the duties of the party were to help the non-Russian nations

to develops and strengthen their on operative courts,
administration, organs of economy and government in their
native language, and made up of local people, who know the
customs and psychology of the local inhabitants; to
develops their awn press, schools, theatre, clubs and
general cultural and educational institutions in the
native language; to set up and develope a wide network of
schools and courses of education both general and
professional-technical in the native language... (16)

In the following year it became evident that there was need of agreement, outlining

the permanent relationship between the several Soviet republics. In August the Organ-

izational Bureau of the CC of the RCP sat up a committee headed by Stalin to prepare a

report..
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The latter draw up a project on the basis of which the national republics weuld give up

their status as republics and join the RSFSR as autonomous regions. Lenin, although

seriously ill took a deep interest in the problem, subjected the project to severe

criticism and proposed instead that the stated form a union of Soviet republics. He

stressed Particularly the principle of equality in the follaeing words:

We acknowledge ourselves as an equal of the UkrSSR and
others; together with them and as equals we are
forming a new union, a new federation.... (17)

On December 30, 1922 the First . Gongrees of Soviets met in lloacow with delegates

from the Russian, Ukrainian, Belorussian and Trans-Caucasian Federated Republics (the

latter included Georgia, Azerbarszhan and Armenia) and announced the formation of the

'Union of Soviet Socialist Republics which was, according to the declaration of the

congreis

• a voluntary union of equal nations with equal rights
• each republic is guaranteed the right to free with-
drawal from the Union.... (18)

This right of secession was reaffirmed by both the first constitution of the USSR of

1924 (article 4) and the second constitution of 1936 (article 17)•

Among the areas of government assigned to jurisdiction of the all-union government

were foreign affairs, army and navy, foreign trade, means of communications, post and

telegraph and finance. Lenin seemed to have grave doebte about the advisability of the

giving the central government control of so many ministries. On December 31, 1922 the

day following the formation of the USSR, being too ill to write, he dictated several

lengthy notes which were later made available to the leaders of the republican delega-

tions to the XII congress of the party. In one of these he advised that

... it is necessary to introduce the strictest rules re-
garding the use of the national languages in the national
republics which arc part of our union, and to check these
rules very assiduously. There is no doubt that under the
pretext of a single railway service, a single fiscal
administration etc. with our present apparatus there will
appear very many abuses of a purely Russeen character...
Here will be necessary a detailed code, which can be
compiled at all successfully only by the nationals living
in the given republic. Besides this, we should under no
circumstances preclude in advance against the possibility
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• that, as a recult of all such work, we retreat at the
following congress of Sovietc, that ice, leave to the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republicc only the fielde of
diplomacy and army, and in all other arcae -fa= fell
independence of the individual national ccenieeariate. (19)

The XII congress of the party Was hold in April, 1923; Lenin was unable to attend

due to illness; Stalin appeared in the capacity of general secretary, to which post he

had been elected at the plenum of the CC in April, 1922, following the XI congress of

the party. There were sharp and bitter rocriminations that the resolutions on the

national question were not carried out, especially from the delegates of Ukrainc-Kh.H.

Rahoveky chairman of the Council of Peoples Commissars and M.O. Skrypeyk.

They had good reason to be bitter. Although the old regime had been everthrown

and old property relationships were being rapedly and forcefully altered, the old

psychology remained. Russians viewed themselves as a great nation with an advanced

culture and a great language (20), the imposition of which, on the more backward

peoples of the empire, was a step in,the interest of civilization, Added to this was

the arrogance of the Russian officials born of arbitrary power and undisputed control.

The new Soviet Russian officials, in addition,were bursting with confidence as a re-

sult of the victory of their party over all internal opposition and external inter-

vention and glowing with pride at being the representatives of ' ,the most revolution-

ary prolie:.ariate , the Russian proletariat.

Under the pressure of noneRussian delegates, the congress, in a resolution on the

national question, condemmed the psychology and the assertions of members of the Russ-

ian minorities in the national republics concerning the

... superiority of the Russian culture and the advancing
of the thesis about the inevitability of the victory of
the higher Russian culture over the more beekward peoples
(Ukrainian, Azerbaidzhan, Uzbek, Kirkhiz, etc.) as noth-
ing more than an attempt to consolidate thedomination
of the Russian nationality. (21)

It further expressed regret that

... a significant section of Soviet officials in the
centre and locally regarded the union of republics
not as a coalition of equal state entities set up to
guarantee the free development of national republics,
but as a step in the liquidation of those republics... (22)
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The congress recommended to the members of the party that

organs in the national republics and regions
be made up, for the most part of local people,
who knew the language, conditions of life and
manners and customs of the people concerned;
special lawn be passed, which would guarantee
the use of the native tongue in all state organs
and departments which serve the local national
population and the national minorities — laws,
which persecute and punish with revolutionary
severity all violaters of national rights and
especially rights of national minorities (23)

The truth of the matter is that Lenin, and through him the Soviet government and

the Communist party, made their position on the national and language question quite

clear; the USSR was to be a union of equal states with the right of each republic to

withdraw if it so chose; there was to be *quality of all languages with no compulsory

state language; each national culture was to develops freely; education, from elementary

to higher, was to be conducted in the native language.

APT,
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II From Stalin to Khrushchov on the National Question in Ukraine

Fear of being absorbed by Poland forced Ukraine into a union with Russia in 1654.

The Pereyaslav Agreement, negotiated by the cossack leader Bohdan Khmelnitskys

guaranteed the more culturally-advanced Ukraine', the national and political rights of

an autonomous nation within Russia. Over the two intervening centuries these rights
.	 .

had been forcefully whittled away till:Ukraine became in integral part of the Russian

empire, subject to Russian laws, administered by Russian officials in the Russian

language.

The towns and the developing industrial enterprises were completely Russianized by

the continuous influx of Russians. Native mature coed not develop° fully under the

heavy hand of the censor, and Ukrainian vas not even recognized as a language. In 1863

P.O.Valuevs the Minister of Internal Affairs, who is famous for his statcmcnt that:

"There was not; there is not; there can never.ba such A thing as the Ukrainian

language" issued a circular which forbade the printing of Ukrainian books for schools,.

Nominally, literary works were allowed, but censorship was so restrictive that few

were actually published.

National restrictions and harsh economic conditions fostered discontent and the

development of the revolutionary movement in Ukraine. It took two paths: there were

branches of the RSDLP, supported =LAT by Russian urban workers, and Ukrainian parties

whose support ranged from peasants in the villages to Ukrainian workers and intelligen-

tsia in the cities. The former emphasized the economic injustice and regarded Ukraine

as an integral part of Russia; the latter placed the main emphasis on the national

problem, advocating a socialist federation of all nations comprising the Russian empire,

on the basis of equality and local autonomy. With the overthrow of the Tear in March

1917, the latter helped organize the Central Rada, which advocated autonomy and than in

1918 proclaimed Ukraine independent.

The members of the RSDLP in Ukraine held a congress in Moscow in July 1918, and

formed the Communist Party of Ukraine as a component and integral part of the RCP.
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The namSalone indic4tes the line of thinking of the founders on the national question:

the parent body was the Russian Communist Party; the new organization was named the

Communist Part?. of Ukraine. The majority of the &legates and the members of the CC

were not Ukrainian and the central Organ was in Russian. In the ensuing war, the CPU,

supported by armies from Russia established Soviet power in Ukraine.

In the 20 1 s some of the more radical members of the Ukrainian revolutionary

parties, that had supported the Central Rada, joined the CPU. There were also recruits

from among Ukrainians who immigrated from Wester Ukraine (part that remained under

Poland)and from the native Ukrainian population. Together with the old guard Ukrainian

Communists, such as Petrovsky, Chubar, Zatonsky and Skrypnyk„ the Ukrainians became a

formidable force in the party. On the basis of the decisions of the ' concresses of the

RCP, the proclamations Of the government of the USSR and the teachings of Lenin they

began, with the ardent support of the Ukrainian intelligentsia, the task of Ukrainian-

ization of the party and government apparatus and, abOve All, the education of Ukraine.

However, the majority of the members in the party in Ukraine remained predominantly

Russian till the late 1920 1 s. They and the Russianized non-Ukrainians held many top

posts in the party and the government. The attitude of , these elements to Ukrainianiza.

tion ranged from opposition to outright hostility. They buttressed their position

with"the theory of the struggle of two cultures" ,according to which, of the two in

Ukraine, the backward Ukrainian mature of the peasantry and the more advanced Russian

culture of the city proletariat, the latter would inevitably conquer.

This theory was subjected to severe criticism at the VII Conference of the CPU,

April 4-10, 1923. (1) Immediately after the XII Congress of the RCP, the plenum of the

CC of the CPU on June 22, 1923, issued a decree which provided for intensification of

UkrainfAnization of the state, party and trade union apparatuses. (2)

Ttie was followed by another decree of the Council of Peoples Commissars of Ukraine,

Jay 27, of the same year whose purpose was to provide

the Ukrainian people with education in the native
language... (3)
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It instructed the ministry of education to take

vide measures for the training of new pedagogical
personell, who would be fluent in the Ukrainian
language, in order to guarartee both the elementary
and higher schools with Ukrainian instructors.
... steps to train in the scientific research institutes
new staffs of professors who would know perfectly the
Ukrainian language. (4)

The minister of education was 0. 71. Shamsky, a former member of a Ukrainian revol-

utionary party, who joined the CPU in 1920. He held various posts: member of the CC of

the CPU, chief of its Agitation and Propaganda Department and editor of Novy Sh34yakh

(New Pathway), a monthly literary journal. Shumaky advocated rapid and total Ukrainian-

ization of all aspects of life and opposed the directing of non-Ukrainian to fill

government and party positions. He cane into conflict with Lazar Kaganovich, the general

secretary of the CPU, whom he *wanted replaced by V. Ye. Chubar, a Ukrainian who had

joined tae Bolshevik party in 1907. Zaganovich, supported by Stalin and the central

party apparatus began a campaign of vi/lification against him and Shumeky was forced to

resign, in March, 1927, after which he disappeared from the political scene. (5)

In his place was appointed M.O.Skrypnyk, no less a supporter of the Ukrainianiz-

ation policy, but a man of greater influence and prestige and considerably more tact.

The son of a railroad worker, he became interested in the revolutionary movement while

studying in Kharkiv. He joined the RSDLP in 1897 and from than on dedicated his life to

the party and the revolutionary revenant. He was arrested fifteen times, aentenced to a

total of thirty-four years imprisonment, exiled seven tines and, on one ocansion,

sentenced to death. In 1917 Skryppyk was present at the meeting of the CC which decided

on the Bolshevik uprising and served as a member of the committee that prepared it.

Shortly afier he was directed, on Lenin's suggestion, to Ukraine as the repreeentative

•of the CC of the party.

Following the civil war in which he actively paticipated, Skrypnyk bald at various

times in Ukraine the posts of secretary of Workers '-Peasants'Inspection, Attorney-Goneml,

Peoples' commissar of Internal Affairs, Justice, Educationoice-chairman of the Council

of Peoples u Commissars and Chairman of the State Planning Commission.

911111k,
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. was a member of the CC ortfie CPU, the CC of. the RCP, and e Executive Committee

of the gmunist International, six times delegate to its congresses and leader of the

Ukrainian delegation. In the inner party struggles he supported Stalin against the

opposition. Among the honours bestowed on h.rn were the Order of the Red Banner and the

Order of the Red Banner of Labour.

From his prolific pen flowed many works on art, literature, culture, history of the

party and the national question. In recognition of his contribution in the cultural

field, he was made a member of the Communist Academy of the USSR, and Academician of the

Academy of Sciences of the UkrSSR and the Belorussian SSR. There was no doubt that

Skrypnyk Was the most talented and outstanding Ukrainian in the CPU.

He proceeded quietly, methodically and thoroughly to carry through his policies. On

July 3, 1927, the cc of the party in Ukraine issued a decree on the work of the Kharkiv

University. The clause on Ukrainianisation , of staff and students is a characteristic -

description of the procedure followed in higher educational institutions. It reads as

follows:

To hasten the tempo of Ukrainianization of the university.
In the first year courses to leave instruction in Russian
in only one group. Russian groups, which, according to
plan, aro being left in the second and third . year courses,
should during the year master completely the Ukrainian
language and in 1928-29 change over fully to the Ukrainian
language. 1928.29 is the deadline for the Ukrainianization
of the lectorial staff... (6)

On July 6, there was a major breakthrough in the drive to put into practice Leninss

maxims on the national question. The All - Ukrainian Central Executive Committee and the

Council of Peoples' Commissars issued thie decree Concerning the Guaranteeing of Equal

Rights a': Languages and the Assistivy of the Development of Ukrainian Culture. It

provided for instruction in elementary and vocational schools and higher educational

institutions in the native languages of the students and the teaching of both Ukrainian

and Russian languages in all schools. This meant that for all significant minorities-

Jewish, German, Bulgarian, Belorussian, Moldavian and Greek, there would be instruction

in their native tongue. The remaining schools would be in Ukrainian. This was a blow to

the hegemony of the Russian language. Of special significance for education were the

following articles:
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35. To the post of professor or lecturer in the higher
educational institutions, it is permissible to
appoint only individuals who can lecture in
the Ukrainian language.

38. Enrolling in post-graduate studies of individuals
who do not knea the Ukrainian language to the
extent required by the Teoples 1 Commissariat of
Education of the UkrSSR is not permissible. (7)

The process of Ukrainianization of education among the 7,000,000 Ukrainians in the

RSFSR had also been proceeding for several years, but at an abnormaly slow pace. There

were many demands for schools in the native tongue for Ukrainian children in this area.

Skrypnyk had placed the question most sharply at the XII Congress of the RCP in 1923.(8)

In October, 1927, the Peoples' Commissar of Education, A.V. lanacharsky, issued a

circular, in which he pointed out that there were only 236 such schools and outlined

plans for the intensification of the process of introduction of education in the native

tongue to Ukrainian children in the RSFSR. (9) As a result many Ukrainian schools

sprang up in various areas of the RSFSR where Ukrainians lived. In the Kuban area in

the Northern Caucasus where lived over two million Ukrainians, who were descendants of

Cossacks settled there two centuries age s; Ukrainianization took deep roots. Ukrainian

became the language of party and Soviet institutions. In Krasnodar there was a

Ukrainian pedagogical institute and in Stanitsa Poltavska a pedagogical technic=

(normal school), which trained Ukrainian teachers for the schools. in Kuban.

The application of Skrypnyk's policy in Ukraine seemed to be going wall; on

November 1, he was able to report to the X Congress of the CPU the following breakdown

in % for language of instruction:

Schools	 .•
Ta773T: education
Vocational
Technicums
Institutes

Ukrainian Russian.
79.1
51.9

•	

54.
28.5

7.1*
27.6
16.7
45.8 (10)

* Instruction in the remaining was probably either
mixed, or in the languages of other significant
minorities in Ukraine.

This IIRS remarkable progress and the future seemed promising indeed. The policy of

the government of Ukraine however, had been subjected to sharp attacks by the leader-

ship of the Communist Party of Vestern,URraine on the grounds that Ukrainianization was

protracted and incomplete and by Russian chauvinistic elements for its zealous pursuit
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of Ukrainianization. The CPU aPpealed to the Cormiunist Internaional. The latter body
(:)

replied that

Tho Executive Committee of the Communist international
fully commends the policy of the CC of the CPU... (al)

This approval of the highest Communist authority gave further impetus to the Ukrain-

ianization drive. In !ay, 1929, the XI All - Ukrainian Congress of Soviet:5 fully approved'

the policy being carried out regarding the national vestions recommended that the

government intensify this work and noted the following % achievements in Ukrainianization

of education:

Schools	 Ukrainian	 Russian
5057117 education
Vocational
Technicums
Institutes

55.1
54.
30.

11.3
16.7
18.9 (12)

•
the remaining Schools were in the language of
national minorities; in the ease of the institutes,
the rest were either mixed or in the languages of
national minorities.

This W23 the high water mark of Ukrainianization; by thin time, Ukrainian, as the

official language, was well established, but this fact was never accepted by the Russian'

* in the case of the first three categories above

minority. Many are the stories told of their attitude of open contempt and hostility.

Some regarded Ukrainian as a mere dialect, some as an invention of the Germans. One
Russian official when spoken to in Ukrainian replied:

"Do not speak to ma in that non-human tongue."

addressed in Ukrainian, retorted:

"Speak to ma in a comprehensible language."

Officials who chafed under the regulation that provided for dismissal of those

Another, when

failed to learn the Ukrainian language often related the following dialogue between two

officials:
"Is Ukrainian 2 language.or'a dialect?"
"Neither, It is an excuse to dismiss a person
from his position."

The author had an interesting but unpleasant experience that illustrates the

Russian contempt for the period of Ukrainianization. In a government department in Kiev

addressed a totally strqnge official, who later turned out to be a Russian, as so

a

,41111k,



many offgIels in Ukraine are. lir requeet 'sae made politely in Ukrainian; he replied

gruffly in Russian. I then rebuked him very sharply for replying in Russian to a re-

quest made in Ukrainian in Kiev, the capita% city of Ukraine. Be replied just as sharply:

This is not the period of Skrypnyk."

By the end of the 1920's black clouds were already gathering on the Ukrainian hor-

izon. Stalin had overcome all opposition and emerged as undisputed master in the CC.

Although undeniably a man of outstanding ability*, singleness of purpoze and stoadfast-

ness to a cause, he head been hardened to the point of callousness and brutality by

Tsarist persecution, arrests and exiles. His devotion to the socialist cause gradually

became overshadowed by personal ambition and thirst for power and fame, which were

nourished by a deep sense of inferiority engendered by the hardships and grinding

poverty of childhood. Eventually he imagined himself as the very embod3ment of the great

cause of socialism and viewed an attack on his person as an attack on the ideal. Each

new victorious encounter with an opponent made him more arbitrary and domineering; each

new succees increased his confidence and nourished his arrogance. Finally he emerged as

the infallible prophet marshalling his forces to usher in a new world order.

He had exhibited a deep interest in the national problem and his writings brought

him recogeition as the foremost Marxist authority on the subject. In November, 1917, he

was elected Peoples' Commissar of Natioanalities. Stalin always appeared to be in the

forefront of the fight for national rights without, at the same time, antagonizing and

alienating the Russian nationalistic and chauvinistic elements. In 1922 ho was elected

general secretary of the piLrty, in which post he began quietly, carefully and methodically

to appoint to positions in the servile lackeys and henchmenigho would do his bidding,

while at the same time, carefully reeding out and discrediting men he could not dominate:,

men of personal initiative and independent will.

Before his death Lenin keenly sensed and was deeply disturbed by the potential

danger of a man of Stalin's character in the key position of general secretary. in

January 1923, too ill to 'grit°, he dictated a letter in which he said:
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Stalin is too rude and this defect, although quite tolerable
in our midst and in dealings among . us Communists, becomes
intolerable in a General Secretary. That is why I suggest
that the comrades think about a way of removing Stalin
from that post and appointing somebody else differing in all
other respects from Comrade Stalin oolely in the degree of
being more tolerant, more loyal, more polite and more
considerate to the comrades, less capricious, etc.: (13)

But Lenin was dying and Stalin was well entrenched. He remained the general secretary.

There is good reason to suspect that there was a wide discrepancy between his

professions on the national question and his convictions and future plans of action. He

seems to have viewed the development of national cultures and wide local national

autonomk in the non-Russian republics as a threat to centralization, which he deemed

necessary in order. for the USSR to survive in a hostile capitalist environment. As early

as 1926 he also expressed the fact that

in view of the weakness of the indegenous Communist cadrea
in (the) Ukraine, this movement, which is very frequently
led by non-Communist intellectuals, may here and there assume
the character of a struggle to alienate Ukrainian Culture
and public life from general Soviet culture and public life... (14)

In 1929 he began the drive to collectivize the peasantry. The first victims were

the middle peasants, the conscious national elements who formed the backbone of the

Ukrainian nation. In 1930 he embarked on the campaign to behead the Ukrainian rebirth

with the arrest and open trial of forty-five Ukrainian intellectuals, who were accused

of being members of a secret anti-Soviet organization, the Union for the Liberation of

Ukraine. This was followed by more arrests and secret trials. Eventually all such

formalities were dispended with; people were simply taken away during the night and

deported to vanish without a trace. The climax cams in 1937, with the arrest of all the

members Of the Ukrainian government, all the members of the Politburo of the CPU and

nearly all other leading communists in Ukraine. By 1938, through arrest, exile, stem

ation and firing squad, were eliminated nearly all Ukrainian intellectuals, including

writers; historians, artists, philologists, scientists; nearly all party and government

officials including all Ukrainian Bolsheviks; about a quarter of the peasantry, who

starved to death in the famine of 1912-33 which was caused by forced appropriation of

all grain; countless numbers of Officials, largo and small in all walks of life.
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In 1932 began the drive to Clone all Ukrainian schools in the RSFSR. In some areas

this was accompanied by the most summary methods. In Kuban the populace was unable to

fulfill the unrealistic grain delivery quotas. In November 1932, Stanitsa Poltavska was

surrounded by detachments of the GPU, all 30,000 inhabitants - men, women and children-

were herded together with only their few personal belongings and deported to Siberia.'

In their place were brought in peasants from Russia. The following day the Krasnodar

regional paper announced that the Ukrainian,- nationalist-kurkul-Potlura nest in Kuban

had been liquidated. The settlement was renamed Stanitsa Krasnoarmayskaya. The Ukrain-

ian language was abolished in the schools of Kuban and the teachers were deported. The

whole operation Was directed by MOlotor and Kaganovieh from headquarters in Krasnodar.

Russians were no longer forced to use Ukrainian in state and party institutuins.

But Ukrainians, who remained in official posts attempted to carry on the dogged struggle

for Ukrainianization. Even as late as June 1937, on the verge of the mass arrests of

all top Ukrainian state and party officials, the XIII Congress of the CPU declared in

its resolution that

... in the work of 'a number of organizations of the CPU
lately appeared a weakening of attention to the quest-
ion of the national policy of the party and an under-
estimation of the importance of this question. This is
revealed mainly in the inadequate Ukrainianization of •
party, state and especially trade union and YCL organ-
izations in the inadequacy of the promotion of
Bolshevik Ukrainian personeil to leading party, state,
economic and trade union work. (15)

In 1938 a complete turn was made on the question of UkrainiamiaationXith the arr-

ests of the leading party and government persorill in Ukraine, a new army of officials

arrived from Moscow to take over. It was headed by N.S. Khrushohov. He immediately

proceeded to denounce in the vilest language his predecessors. Speaking to the IV Kiev

Regional Party Conference he called them

enemies of the people, bourgeois nationalists, agents
of our enemies...agents of fascist intelligence...
mercenaries.. .Polish, German, Japanese spies miserable
traitors...villians.
The Yakirs, Balitskys, Lyubchenkos,Zatonskys (16) and
other scum wished to make Ukrainian workers and peasants
the slaves of fascism. (17)

Oak,

,
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After 1937 there nas no more talk of Ukrainianisation; the emphasis changed to

glorification of the Russian language. On June 16, 1938, Xhrushchov announced at the

XIV Congress of the CPU:

Comrades, now all nations study the Russian language
because the Russian Workers were the first...
to raise the banner of revolt... (18)

The following day the congress passed a resolution in which it

•.. underlined with special emphasis the indispensa-
bility of liquidating the consequences of the
hostile sabotage in the teaching of the Russian lang-
uage in the elementary and secondary schools and
also in the higher educational institutions. Bourgeois
nationalists Trotskyite., Bukharinites acted basely
and foully in order to drive out the great Russian
language from our schools and higher.educational
institutions. The efforts of the'Trotskyitee, Bukhar-
•nites and bourgeois nationalists were directed
.toward the alienation of the Ukrainian people from
the fraternal friendship with the great Russian
people toward the alienation of Soviet Ukraine
from the USSR and the renewal of capitalist slavery. (19)

Russian gradually began to assume again the status of official language, but Ukraini-

ian was still widely used both in the state and party apparatus and in schools. Entrance

examinations to higher educational institutions included'both.the Ukrainian and Russian

languages and institutes advertised courses in both.. At the XVI Congress of the all-

union party in 1930, Stalin pointed 'out that not only was there no merging of languages

in the USSR into one t •but that . it was impolitiä to think of promotin.such merging

because

There is a Ukraine which is part of the USSR. But
there is also another Ukraine which forms part of
other states.	 (20)

In other words, it was tactically unwise to start a planned campaign to Russify Ukraine

while parts of it were under Poland, Romania and Czechoslavakia.

After Poland was attacked by Hitler in 1939 and the Western region of Galicia was

added to Ukraines . the Council of. the Peoples'. Commissars of the UkrSSR on ?larch 4,1940

passed a decree

To introduce instruction in the schools of the
eastern regions of Ukraine in the native tongue. (21)
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The asequent war brought many changes: to arouse patriotism there began the glor-

ification of the "Great Russian People" and former Tsarist generals. With the defeat of

Nazi Germany the USSR emerged as a great power. The victory was too often attributed to

Russia; the other fourteen Soviet republics were forgotten. Russian nationalism and

Soviet patriotism became synonymous. Many Russians, after demobilization began settling

in Ukraine. New factories were constructed and old ones rebuilt. Many of the speciel-

ista to man them came from Russia. Schools and higher educational institutions wore re-

opened..Too often the language of instruction was Russian. Ukraine ems now firmly un-

ified under the solid protection of the fi elder brother". There was no more need, for

tactical reasons, to maintain the Ukrainian language.

The death of Stalin in 1953 gave rise to a new struggle for power between the mem-

bers- of the party hierarchy. Berta, hoping by this nanoeuver to gain support of the non-

Russians, wrote a memorandum to the CC that the national policy was anti-Leninist and

that the national republics should be given nor. freedom to develop° their language and

culture. There were immediate repercusions in several republics, including Ukraine. A

plenum was held of the CC of the CPU at which L.G. MeInikov (a Russian), the first

secretary, was relieved of his post arid dropped from the bureau because of his

4.. distortion of the Leninist - Stalinist national
policy of our party manifested by the practice of
promoting to leading party and government posts in
the eestern regions of Ukraine mainly workers from
other regions of the Ukrainian . SSR and also in the
changing of lecturing in the Western Ukrainian
higher educational institutions to the Russian
language: (22)

It was apparently deemed unwise to speak the truth and say that many of those pro-

moted to leading party and government posts in Western Ukraine were Russians sent from

Russia on the instructions of the central organs in Moscow and that cchools and educa-

tional institutions in all parts of Ukraine were being Russianized. Kovertheless, it

appeared•as if Ukraine was on the threahold of a news • more liberal era. Then suddenly

, Beria was, arrested, sentenced and shot. Criticism of Russification was denounced as an .

attempt to undermine the friendship of the Soviet peoples.



Another contender for the vacant leadershiPp: Ehrushehov„ used a bolder approach; he

denounced his former master and proceeded to rehabilitate the victims ., among them alse

those ho himself had villified no enthusiastically in 1937. Uillions sighed with relief

and by 1957 ho was firmly in control. He introduced changes, but on the national ques-

tion he proceeded a step further along the road paved by his master; Stalin had destr-

oyed the Architects and engineers of the policy of Ukrainianization; Khrushchov embarked

on the policy of destroying the Ukrainian language itself, by proceeding to replace it

in the educational process in Ukraine with the Russian language.
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tri	 Elementary and General Secondary Education

Ae

The system of education in Ukraine is a complex structure with a wide division

of responsibility and much overlapping of control. There are two minietriee of ed-

ucation, one for elementary and general secondary and the other for higher and se-

condary spacial. In addition, many educational institutions are supervised by

other ministries, committeee and boards.

The most significant feature of the educational process is the extent and the

rapidity with which it has been and continues to be Russianized, while, to the out-

aide world, all attempts are made to give the impression teat eoviot policy in ed-

ucation is to encourage and maintain the Ukrainian language.

This process has especially been accelerated since the enactment on December

241 1958, by the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, of the law "For Strengthening the

Relationship of Schnol and Life and for the Further Development of the Syctem of

Public Education in the USSR" • While the law was still under "discuseion" there

was popular and widespread criticism of article 19 in many republics. Vest note-

worthy and outspoken critics in Ukraine were P. Tronke (1), then secretary of the

Xiev Regional Committee of the CPU and at present vice-chairman of the Council of

Ministers of the Ukr.SSR, and Ukraines two:mott outstanding poets, TZaxim Rylsky

and Ilykela Rash= (2).

OrkApril 17, 1959, the law was passed by the Supreme Soviet of the Ukr.SSR,

despite the strong opposition to it by the Ukrainian populace. The clause under

dispute reads as follows:

Instruction in the schools of the Ukrainian SSR is conducted
in the native language of the pupils. Parents decide which
school, with what language of instruction, they wish to send
their children. The study of one of the lanzuages of the
peoples of the USSR, in which instruction Is not conducted
in the given school, is realized upcn the desire of the
parents and students on the application of sufficient
numberao t3 ),

The clause abounds in contradiction and double talk. The first sentence is

simple enough s pupils study in their native language, be they Ukrainian or Russian.

The following sentence contradicts the first. Parente now have a ”choico";
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children no longer autoaticay 	 to schools where	 .7-aolt,	 is in their native
0

tongue ° Thia cose not apply to R inns; they send the. 	 eiliren to Russian

schools. Also very significant Lt. he last sentence. wi.	 t can is that pupils, •

in a national republic are not cc. aiod to - 17 a sec

of the USSR. This does not affect	 =Dian :4:Inguage

language of the peoples

Ich • was eade compulsory

from the second grade in 193e (4);

the USSR including Ukrainian. A p

, pplies only to	 the other languages of

1Mr.-	 in 4 e,,eool with Ruscian as the

language of instruction, need not etude language as subject. Ey Soviet

magic the clause begins eith instruction in ehe Ave language and ends up aboli-

shing that vary language even as a echool subject.

Thera is thus, in the cluase, a trio-stage pl 	 r education in Ukraine and

the other.non-aussian.reptblics. The first stage ie o chance the language of

instruction from the native to the Ruasian with the native language as a subject;

the second stage is to eliminate the native tongue even as a subject. And lest

some may think that the application of the now law will develop!) on- ite . own, lot

ma quote from an editorial in a teachers o language magezinet

"The achievement of this principle of poesibility of choice
of the language of instruction...can . under no circumstances be
left to take its own course."()

Wa can test sea how the "abhievmant of this principle" is not "left to take

its own course" in the autonomous republics of the RSFSR. The Academy of

Pedagogical Sciences and the Ministry of Education, both of the RSFSR„ are lead-

ing a consistent and determined campaign to Russify the natiouel groups that live

in the fifteen autonomous republics in the RSFSR, who ehve had educational

instructions, in their native languages since the 1920 0 s. Schools are selected ehore

experimental teaching is carried on in native non-Russian classes with Russian

as the language of instruction. Conference after conference is called on how to

teach the Russian language; the native languages are neglected and relocated to

second place.

In the national republics such as Ukraine there is considerable opposition to

.Russification, but the small autonomous republics in the RSFSR are not able, due



to theirnsizo„ to put up a great deal ofeafective opposition. The procoes goes on

almost unchecked as can be/seen from the following quote:

"At the present tine in a number of schcole of the Russian
Federation, in accordance with the wishoe of the parents,
pupils are changing to inetruction in the Ruzeian language.
In addition the parents express the desire that the
change be made in grade I."(6)

Among those putting up the	 test resistance to Pessification are the

1,345,000 people who inhabit the Tatar Autonomous Soviet Socieliet Republic which

lies along the middle Volga with the capital at Kazan. The struggle is uneven. We

are informed that

"in the 1961-62 school year only 6% of the Tatar pupils,
living in the fifteen cities of the Tatar Republic,
studied in their native tengue."(7)
"In Russian kinderzertens, 35-40% is made up of Tatar
children." (8)

They carefully avoid to inform the reader that, perhaps, the only kindergartens

in existence in the area are Russian.

In the Caucasus Mountains, Bordering on Georgia, Lies the Kalbardino-Balker

ASSR $ with a population of nearly half a elee4 on. A report on education in that

autonomous republic indicated that:

the 1960-61 school year 115 Kabardin and Balker beeinninz
claeses wore changed to the Russian language of instreetioei
in the preoent school year there are 415 such claccee."
"In the 1963-64 school year beginning clacees mill, in the
main, be taught in Russian. In the beginning Kebardin and
Balker classes, with the native tongue of instruction there
will be only 1,270 Kabardin and 60 Balker children."(9)

Further east, between the Volga and the Don rivers, on the Caspian sea, live

the Kaleyks. In their schools:.

"... instruction in the native language is conducted only
in grade° J to Tn. Beginning in grade V, pupils change
to the Russian laneuage of instruction. -7he native tongue
remains as a subject." (10)

South of the Kalmyks„ in the north-eastern Caucuses and bordering on the Cas-

pian, is the Dagestan ASSR with a population of over a Mill ton. There too we see

the same process of Ressification.

0 ..• from the third grade instruction is in the Russian
language and the native tongue is Studied as a subject." (11)

,
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At the foot of the Urals, in the east central part of European Russia lies tho

Udmurt ASSR with a population of about one and a third millions. The Uinister of

Education of Udmurtia, U.V.Corbuskchin reported that:

"National schools of the Udmurt ASSR are changing to
instruction in tho Russian languago , from grade W."(12)

Stretching north to the White Sea, the length of Finland, on ite eastern

borders, is the Karelian ASSR, with a population of over half a million, of whom

about half are Karelians who speak the Finnish language. These people have

suffered the same fates

"In Karelia, after maser requests of parents and pupils,
in 1958, the native schools changed to instruction in the
Ruesian language."(13)

Yet according to one teachers

"Karelian pupils, entering school, in the Majority of
cases are insufficiently acquainted with,the Russian
language."(14)

The schools of the other autonomous republics have already, or are at present

being RUssianieed. Although not as advanced, the same process is going on in the

national republics. But there the change is made quietly, underhandedly, with care

and caution, because opposition is strong. Ocassionally there is a casual mention

or reference which reveals to us what goes on behind the scenes. At one conference

a speakdr described:

"... how an exporiment was introduced in Armenian
schools in the teaching of geography in the
Ruesian language." (3$) .

In Ukraine the process was intensified with the introduction of the neW

In cities parents already had a choice because both Russian and Ukrainian schools

were all.eady in existence. The introduction of the neer school law meant that

Russian schools were to be extended to the smaller towns where there were only

Ukrainian schools. We have confirmation of the increase in their number after the

reform from none other than the secretary of the CPU in charge of agitation and

propaganda who wrote:

"Each year there is an increase in the attraction
to the study of the Hessian language... In connection
with this there is an increase in the number of
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schools wiCRusaian as the 'language of insation.(16)

Almost sit lltaneously„ in identical language, therm appeared another article, confirm-

ing the above, by Yu. Shiraev.(17)

There is further evidence of this increase of Russian schools in Soviet statistics:.

These are no always meant to enlighten and it is often difficult to make comparisons

for different school years, especially as some of the data includes only day schools,

and some included night and adult schooln. To confound confusion, we are not advided

explicitly as to what schools are in question. Sometimes the statistics are contradic-

tory. However we can make some comparisons which indicate a definite trend.

In 1953 Pavlo Tychyna, poet and former minister of education, stated that, of

30,000 schools in Ukraine, in nearly 3,000 the language of instruction was Russian. (18)

I. K. Bilodid, the minister of education, reported five years later that there were

25,464 schools with Ukrainian as the language of instruction, 4,355'with Russian, 155

with Voldavian, 100 with Hungarian and 3 with Polish. (19) A comparison here indicates

that in five years - from 1953 to 1958 - there was an increase in general education

day schools with Russian language of instruction from 3,000 to 4,355. In 1960 Bilodid

reported that of the total number of schools for general education, over 30,000 had

Ukrainian as the language of instruction and nearly 6,000 - Russian. (20) Here he app-

arently, includes all general education Schools - day, night, adult - and Ile cannot

make a comparison with the previous data. However the % of Russian schools is higher

in 1960 over 1958.

According to Alla Bonder, the incument minister of education, there were in

Ukraine, at the beginning of the 1963 64 school year, a total of 29,918 schools for

general education (not including night and adult schools), with the following breakdown:

Lang. of Inst.	 No. of Schools	 %of total 
Ukrainian	 24,485	 81.8
Russian	 over 4,500	 over 15 (21)

There is a careful avoidance of statistics regarding the number of pupils attend-
!

ing each type of school. Russian schoola, being for the most part in towns
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and citt:7, are much larger than the Ukrainian village schools. Consequently the

15% of the schools which are RUssian are attended by more than 15% of all the

pupile. Such data would reveal the extent to which Russification of Ukrainian

schools had advanced. This the authoritiea wish to avoid at all costs. From am-

other earlier source we have the following more complete statisticw for ths

school year 1955 - 56. These also include only regular day schools.

Lar7. of Inst.	 No. of Schools	 a'24,521'.2±2-2	 8Ukrainian	 25,034	 A	 3,045,754	 72.8
Runcian	 40051	 13.8	 1,392,270	 .26.3
Moldavian	 -159	 .5	 27,102
Hungarian	 '93	 .3 •	 16,622.

Polish	 . h	 1,875 . .
Total	 29,341	 5,283,623

By comparing these statistics with those quoted by Ails Bonder we obtain the

table:

Schools 1955-56
257054-
4,051

29,341

• %
85.5
13.8

1963-64
74-705-
4,500

29,918

81.8
15

Ukrainian
Russian
Total

The table indicates that the number of Ukrainian schools has decreased from 85.3%

to 81.8% in the eight year period, whereas the . nuMbarof Russian schools has

increased from 13.8% to over 15%. Assuming'that the average size of Minot=

Schools remained the same we calculate that the number of pupils in Russian

increased from 26.3% in 1955 to 36.7% in 1963.

But this is not the complete picture. Another writer, (23) in quoting stat-

istics on schools, also . mentioned, along with language schools in Ukraine, 125

mixed schools. These have parallel classes with instructions in Russian and

ukrainian4 In her statistics Alla Bonder does not account for some 900 schools.

Obviously some are BUngarian„ 1101davian, and Polish. The remaining must ho mixed

schools. If the number of pupils receiving instruction in Russian in these schools

in these schools was added to the totals the percentage of pupils being instructed

in Russian would be higher.

There are also general education night schools for working youth and villago

youth with vocational training. These may start as low as grade 2; although

(22)

roms,
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most of them gegin :at grade . In 1962 the . number of pupils In these schools

was as follows:

Working Youth	 469,000
Village Youth	 226,900
Total	 • 695 2900	 (24)

The 1960 catalogue of school publications lists only eight titles of text-.

books for such schools .. Of these, four make up two identical pairs of lanzuage

texts, one for Ukrainian schools and one for Russian. The latter editions are

larger as the table below indicatest

Author	 Grade	 Title	 • Ille. .113d.	 Ed.	 % in Russ. 
Horyana --5--	 6,23147in Lang.	 E70to	 TDOO	 5575-
Zvinska	 5	 English Lang.	 2,600	 4,500	 63.4

.(25)
For 1964 the following are listed:.

Truby	 74	 English Lang.	 3,900	 11,000	 73.8
Yanchuk
Horyana &	 7-8	 German Lang.	 6,000	 .11,000
Martiashviiii	 (26)

We see that of the foreign language texts published in Russian and

Ukrainian, the edition of the former is larger and its size has increased from

1960 to 1964. However, the number of textbooks published in Ukraine is absolutely

inadequato for those schools. The. remaining' books trent Come from the mrsn. They,

of course, will also be in Russian. It follows, then, that instruction in these

schools, in the main will be in Russian. If the pupils attending these schools

were included in the statistics, the percentage of pupils instructed in the

Russian language woad, againj .be higher..

There are also pre-scheol kindergarten classes in which, in Ukraine, in 1964

there were 693,800 children. In the . cities these are, for the most part, Russ-

lamed. The process is now going on in the . emaller towns. A correspondent to a

Kiev rewspaper reported on the half-Ukrainian, half-Russian jargon spoken by the

childion in those classes in a small town and blames the teacher. The reporter

could not openly and directly criticize Russification, nor the teachers, who in

so mar& cases, are the wives of Russian officials, sent to Ukraine.

Records of childrens s songs and games and childrens t films used in these

schools are all in Russian'. Men the Ukrainian tourist group visited Canada in

4111k,
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19614, th1:7 were many requests for Ukrainian children' films. Emphatic assartiona

wer made by mernbere of the group that those were available and promises were

given that some would be sent. Despite 'many reminders and letters, none have arr-

ived. Several people requested that I procure childrens l records in Ukrainian

for them when I lived in Kiev. Despite many inquiries, even at the ministry of ed-

ucation, I was not able to obtain even one such record. If the kindergarten child-

ren wore included in the total, the percentage of children using Rusoian language

in schools would be still higher.

The extent of Puesification in the cities of Ukraine can bo seen from the

following statistics compiled by officials of the ministry of education of the

Ukr.SFR, but never published, regarding the number of students attending schools

with Russian and Ukrainian language of instruction in 1958 in soma of the leading

cities:

City Ukrainian Ruseien
T6174:77 22,527- 61,247
Kharkiv 2,913 68,838
Odessa
Dnipropetrovsk

4,687
• 11,056

52,978
52,306

Donetsk 894	 • 76,286
Vinnitsa 4,530 9.195
Stanialav 2,693 4,1143
Fumy 3,800 5,307
Zhytomyr 5,134 8,069
Ehmelnitsky 2,867 3,786
Luhansk 1,500 21,663
Zaporizhya 8,868 24,522

These statistics reveal an appaling situation: in every: city the over-

whelming preponderance of students is in Russian schools, althouth the maj-

ority of the population is Ukrainian. Even in such a Western Ukrainian town

as Stanislav ( now Ivano - Frankivsk ) less than 40% of the pupils attended

schools in the native tongue. This was in 1958. Much "progress" in Russification

had been made since then. The cities of Luhansk and Donetsk no longer have any

Ukrainian schools. In Chernivtai, out of a total of 40 may four are Ukrainian.

In Kolomiya, a district entre in Western Ukraine, there are two fUil middle sch-

ools(grades I to X);both are in Russian. In every 'mailer town, where there were only
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some begit	 a higher grade.In 1962 the number of pupils in these schools was as

follows:

Working Youth	 469,000
Village Youth	 226,900
Total	 695,900	 (24).

The 1960 catalogue of school publications lists only eight titles of texts-books

for such schools. Of these, four make up two indentical pairs of language texts, one

for Ukrainian schools and one for Russian. The latter editions are larger as the table

below indicates:

:Author	 Grade	 Title	 Ukr. Ed.	 Rus. Ed. :	 %  in Rus.
Horyana 3--- German Lang.	 4,600	 5,300
Zvineka	 5	 English Lang..	 2,600	 4,5o0	 63.4

For 1964 the following are listed:

Truby
Yanchuk	 7.8	 English Lang.	 3,900	 11,000	 73.8
Horyana
Martiashvilli 7-8 German Lang. 	 6,000	 11,000	 64.7

(26)

We see that of the foreign language taxis publiehed in Russian and Ukrainian, the

edition of the former is larger and its size has increased from 1960 to 1964. However,

the number of textbooks published in Ukraine is absolutely inadequate for those schools.

The remaining books must come from the RSFSR. They, of course, will also be in Russian.

It follows, then, that instruction in these schools, in the main will be in Russian.

Further evidence of the fact that these schools are Russian, are the posters announcing

opening of registration of pupils. All such posters, soon by the author in Kiev, wore

in Russian. (See figures 1 and 2) If the pupils attending those schools were) included in

thastatistics, the percentage of pupils instructed in the Russian language would,

again, be highor.

There are also pre-school kindergarten classes in Ukraine. In the cities these are,

for the most part, Russianized. The process is now going on in the smaller towns. The

teachers are very pften wives of Russian officials sent to Ukraine to promote Russifica-

tion.

Records of childrens l songs and games and childrens , films used in these schools are

all in Russian. When the Ukrainian tourist group visited Canada in

,/oRtN

(25)

;4:v444144,,



UkraiCin schools before the war, Russian schools now abound ., in most cases in a

majority.

We can further check on the nutber of pupilS attending instruction in Russ-
,

ian and Ukrainian by comparing the number of textbooks published in each langu-

age apecifically for UkraAna..Following is a comparison of two such books pUb-

lishod by the Ukrainian school publishing house, Radyanska Shkola in 1964:

Author	 Grade	 Title	 Ukr. Ed.	 Russ. Ed. % in Russ.
55',Earatnko,	 i511,71ic Aust. of 300,000 	 mum--	 40
Los & spitsxy	 Ukr4SSR
Dibrova	 •Ceog. of .250,000	 200,000	 44

Ukr.SSR	 <27)

Comparisons of editions for two consecutive years of a text, published
"for grade RI:of the secondary schools of Dkrainen „ provides additional confirm-

ation of increased Russification:

Year	 Author	 Grade	 Title	 Ukr.	 Ed, Russ.	 Ed.
19-63	 SaTaimic 220,000	 180,000	 28)
1964	 a .	 Ceog. of 100,000	 130,000	 56.5 (29)

USSR,

Another textbook whose . Russian edition increased as % of the total is the

folloWing:
Author •	 Grade 'Mae	 Mr. 2d. Russ. Ed.	 % in Russ. 

1755	 Amdriyevsky V111 Electrical -20O 0000 -Tocuou- 47.4	 (30)
.1964 .	 -7-7'	 Construction 150 000	 170,000	 53.1	 (31)

Among other texts, published in ' 'Ukraine in 1963 in both languages, with

larger Russian editions are the following:

Author	 Grade Title	 Ukr. Ed. ' Russ. Ed.	 in Russ.
Tkachenko V=V1 Vi5R-84 Metal 159,00O 	 170,000

Working
chaly	 11-z3f	 Drafting	 ,170,000	 200,000	 54.1
Buryan	 XR:Ri Lathe Work	 15,000	 17,000	 53.1	 (32)

There are also textbooks published in Ukraine in Russian chlyo For some

subjects, listed in timetables, such as art, main, physical culture, there is

no record of any texts being published in Ukraine. Confirmation of, the fact that

these and others are imported Cate in an article in a Kiev paper by Katerina

Antonivna Kolosova, deputy to the Supreme Soviet of the Ukr.SSR, secretary Of the

Ukrainian Society for Cultural Relations with ForeignCountries and loader of a

group of cultural, political and other personalities to the U.S. and Canada in

in Russ.
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DeceLi 1964.4unawarr-1965t, in her previous position as director of the depart-

ment of education of the CC of the CPU, which supervises the work of the ministry

of education, she reported that for the school year 1958-59, 105 titles and 130

million copies of textbooks had been published in Ukraine and over 13 million had

boon brought in from the RSFSR.(33) A check of the 1958 catalogue of the pub-

lishing house of school texts, Radyanska Shkola,(34) reveals that this number of

titles was published for general education schools, excluding night and adult

schools and schools for working youth and peasant youth. With the exception of

Russian language books, no texts were published that year in Russian in Ukraine.

The imported books made up Almost 30% of the School books in Ukraine.

Data for 1966 reveals, that 34.1 million books for schools wore published

in Ukraine and 15.5 million were 'imported from the RSFSR,(35) This puts the %

of imported Russian books at 31.3 1 a slight increase over 1958. However, in

1960 there began in Ukraine the pUblication of books in Russian for the schools

of Ukraine. We do not have their number for 1966, but in 1963 they numbered

nearly 3 million(not including Russian language texts). (36

that their number decreased in 1966, on the contrary, with increasing Russ-

ification it, no doubt s 'increased. This moans only one thing . an increase in

the number of pupils attending schools with instruction in the Russian

lantuage,

There is additional confirmation of the disproportion of Russian schools

and thoir increase for the whole of USSR 9 The following table shows the

relation between the number of teachers of Russian language and literature in

Russian and non-Russian schools in the USSR for grades I to 0:11%

Sahool rear Russ. Schools % Non-Russ. Schools
1961 - 62 121,000 69:9 --52,550 3d:1 (37)
1962 - 63 135,000 71.4 54,000 28,6 (33)
1963 - 64 139,000 71.6 55,000 28.4 (39)
1964 - 65 142,000 71.7 56,000 28.3 (40)

The same applies to grades 73:to XX
IINMMO

) It is not likely
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eenool Year Russ. Schools Non-Russ. Schools.
'6'9:6 55:41961 - 62 32;000	 ' ---71.47060

1962 - 63 27,000 65.9 14,000 34.1
1963 - 64 30,000 66.7 15,000 33.3
1964 . 65 34,000	 . 68 15,000 32

If we calculate on the basis of one teacher - one classroom, then in 68%

of the classrooms in the USSR instruction was in the Russian language; but the

% of the Russian population in the USSR is only 54.6%. For all the remaining

nationalities, who make up 45.4% of the total population, there arc only 32%.

of the classrooms. This is heralded as the "triumph of Leninist national policy

in education".

Even the Ukrainian schools present a picture that is far tram Ukrainian.

A person walking into such a school, especieily in a city or town, will likely

find that on the malls hang portraite. of Russian writers and leaders of the

Communist Party and government of th USSR; the Slogans, signs and wall news-

paper will be in Russian; the janitor, the teachers of music, art, industrial

training and physical, education will more than likely be Russians; the library

will be filled with Russian books; most childrens t and youth magazines will be

in Russian. In the senior grades there is technical and industrial training in

factories, where pupils go for one whole (4y each meek. Industry is completely

Russianizes and the instruction is all in Russian.

The Russian language is given preference in the school curriculum. The

ministry of education published the follOwing timetables for the school year.

1964 - 65:

For 8 year and full secondary schools with Ukr. language of instruction.

No. of hrs. per week for each grade. .

Grade II III IV V VI VII VIII

lang.12 8 7/8* 6 4/3 4/3 2 2

Russ. lang. 4 5/4 5 3/4 3 2 2

4$ 7 hours per 'mak in the first term and 8 in the second.

For 8 year and bill secondary schools with Russ. language of instruction.

Grade IX III IV V VI& VIII
Russ.lang.12 9 9 8 4 4 2 2
Ukr.lang. 3 3 3 3 3/2 2 2	 (41)
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Let urlaw make some further comparisons:
citadel	 1	 II	 ril	 IV
Russ.lang.
in Russ.
schools	 12	 9	 9	 8
Ukr.lang.
in Ukr.

VI	 VII	 . VIII

4	 2	 2

schools	 12	 8	 7/8	 6	 4/3	 4/3	 2.	 2

In grades III - V and VI Ukrainian language in Ukrainian schools is allotted less

time then the Russian language in Russian schools in the same gmdcs.

Let '013 proceed with further comparisons:
Grade I II Ill IV V VI VII VIII
Russ .lang
in Ukr.
schools 0 4 5/4 5 3/4 3 2 2
Ulr.lang.
in Russ.
schools o 3 3 3 3 3/2 2 2

Here the discrimination is extended to five grades.

The timetable for senior grades is as follows:
Ukrainian lit.	 IX
	

X	 XI
3	 3	 3

Russian lit.	 IX ,	 X	 371
4	 3	 3

Here again Russian gets the preference; in grade IX it is allotted one hour per

week more than Ukrainian. Calculating it on a yearly basis Russian literature

in grade IX gets 140 ,hours, whereas Ukrainian gets only 105.

This much for the first stage-Russification of Ukrainian schools. Now lot us

see how the second stage is proceeding - the entire elimination of tha Ukrainian

language from the schools of Ukraine.

One step in this direction is the eliminating of Ukrainian books from school

libraries. A correspondent for a Kiev paper reported that in No. 178, a new school,

there were 1,400 pupils with a library of 3,323 books of which 14 were in Ukrainian.

In school No. 118, for grades I to. VIII, with 700 pupils, there were 400 Ukrainian

books, but for the juniors there Was not one.(42)1 month later, a group reported

in the latter same paper that in No. 92, a Ukrainian school namad after Ivan Franke,

famous Ukrainian poot i with Engliah an the foreign language, and rated as one of

the finest in the Lenin ward of Kiev, that they found very few volumes by Franko

and even fewer by other UkraindAmalwriters.



in sc(:›1 No. 47 the only volume by SosyUra, a great Ukrainian lyric poet, was in a

Russian translation. (13)

The campaign to eliminate the Ukrainian language as a subject from non..7)1a ,ain-

ian schools in Ukraine is in full swing. Z.K. Bilodid, the Minister of Education at

that time, denied in 1960 that there were Russian schools without Ukrainianothen he

said:
"Great attention is 	 to the Ukrainian language
in schools with the Russian language of instruction,
where it is studied because of the wishes of the
parents." (44)

However Alla Bonder admitted that there are classes with no Ukrainian as a sub-

ject, but tries to minimize the extent of such caSes. She stated that:

"...in schools with instruction in Russian there are 
almost no Pal classes where Ukrainian is nST.
S u ie •11

 
Itra. IC8	 43.

She explained that these are children ok parents who, as a reeult of their

profession, are forced to constantly change their place of residence: military

personal, geologists, construction workers, and others. But let us ask: Vary is

Ukrainian not taught in any of the schools of Sevastopol? Or why, in schools

where the language of instruction is Moldavian, Hungarian or Polish, as a subject

Russian is taught, but Ukrainian is not? (46)

There have lately been ominous moves in 'the direction of elivinating the

Ukrainian language from all Russian schools in Ukraine. The ministry of educa-

tion of each republic is closely supervised by the Department of Education of

the CC of the CPSU. The representative of the latter body - called an instructor-

• to tho ministry of education in Ukraine is a certain Suntsov. On the instructions

of the CC he has been applying pressure on the Council of Ministers of the Ukr.SSR

to abolish completely the study of the Ukrainian language in Russian schools be-

cause " it is too difficult for Russian students to 'learn both languages". So far

the Council of Ministers has been successful in staving off the measure.

Teachers are subject to the same pressures of Russification. In Ukraine there

are only three pedagogical journals; the mass of them (20 in all) are published

in Moscow in Russian. There is only one Academy of Pedagogical Sciences; it too
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A's in Oscar/• Nearly all research in education for the USSR is done there. Teacher

training institutions in Ukraine have their quotos of Russian studantd for whom

'lectures must be in their native tongue, "because they do not understand Ukrainian",

and Russian lecturers and professors who Use Russian because "they cannot speak

Ukrainian". This is particularly true of the 24 ragional and two city Institutes

for Improving the Qualifications of Teachers. Many of the directors and staff are

Russians who decide whose qualifications are to be improved.

Russification is pursued by many other devious and nefarious tnans. Draftees

are sent away from their native republics for Military training. Thus Ukrainians

train everywhere but in their own countryi0hile Russians and others are sent to

Ukraine. Consequently, Russian schools are organized for military personell. The

trainees are encouraged to settle after demobilisation in the areas where they

trained. More Rissian schools are opened to accomodate their children.

Another policy promoting Russification is the "directing" of Russians to fill

leading positions in industry, party and government in the national republics.

When a factory is built in Ukraine the personsll to operate it comes mostly from

Russia; leading positions in villages are also too often fillad by Russians.

When such bureaucrats arrive they immediately demand . Russian schools for their

Children; One of two things happens: a Ukrainian school becomes a Russian school,

or parallel Russian classes are organized in a Ukrainian school and it becomes a

"Mixed school". This is a first step to a Russian school. Yost Ukrainian schools

in Lviv; Kiev and other cities are "mixed schools". This writer had an opportunity
. •

to visit what was supposed to be a Ukrainian school in Kiev — school No. 6. It

Was in reality a mixed school and Russian predominated everywhere.

Russification is advanced in Ukraine by allotting a smaller % of the total

budget for education in the USSR than Ukraine's % of. the total population.

Let us look at population statistics:

Total for USSR	 RSFSR	 ukr.ssR
203026,650	 117;554,315	 764	 /117397046	 -725 (la)

Ukraines share of the total budget for all republics for all education in 1960,

in pillions of roubles, was as follows:



T; 11 for all republics 	 RSFSR	 %	 Ukr.SSR	 a

Br,097.4	 4775.6 -53"	 11396.5	 .1"7"."� 	 (48)

Ukraines share of the total budget for all republics for all general education

schools for the same year as as foll=s:

Total for all republics.	 •RSFSR	 % . Ukr.SSR 
2,990.1	 1767r.4 -35.9 525.0	 l7:6	 (49)

A comparison indicates that Ukraine's % -of the total budget is smaller than her

of the total population of the USSR. Howeverothose statistics do not give the cam..

plate picture. There was, in addition, a special education budget for the central

government of the USSR. The total for all education in 1960 was 2,225.3 million

. roubles and for general education — 104.4 millions. (50) The central government,

conducted by Russians with its centre in Moscow, may use some of the money in the

national republics, but the purpose is to RuSsiry the native students and to

promote the welfare, power and prestige or the Russians.

A strange phenomenon in education in Ukraine is that, whereas the Ukr.SSR ob-

tains a smaller share of the education budget than it rightly deserves, it is not

the Russian schoól, but the Ukrainian schools that suffer; the former receive a

disproportionate share of the budget and consequently occupy bettor buildings, are

better equipped and better supplied.

This is one inducement for parents to "choose" to send their children to

Russian schools; there are many others. Some parents prefer Russian schools be—

'Cause instruction in the higher educational institutiqns is in Russian; some

send their children out of fear and some due to pressure. The program of the

party states that:

"Full scale Communist construction constitutes a
new stage in the development of national relations
in the USSR, in which the nations will draw still
closer together until complete unity is
acheived." (51)

"Complete unity", of course is nothing less than complete Russification.

The new school law gave parents a "choice" of school with language or inst-

.. ruction to which they wish to send their children. Russians do not "choose";

they remain Russian.. But Ukrainians have a chased they. can send their children
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to UkT-inian or to Russian schools. Haw clever, haw magnanimous and haw democratic!

But the party has decreed that there will be ucompleta uaity0 9 No party or govern-

mentofficial who values his position in a society where the one party reigns

supreme will risk sending his children to a Ukrainian school. Sycophants and those

who wish to "get ahead,' also fall in line. Yes, their childfen also attead Russ-

ian schools; so do the children of cabinet ministers in Ukraine; so did the child-

ren of the minister of Education of Ukraine.
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II/ Vocacional Tochnidal Schools and Socondary

(:)	
Special Educational Institutions

Schools for skilled tradePman for industry, mining, agriculture and other

brandhes of the national ecenomy are under the supervision of the Central Board of

Vocational - Technical Education of the Council of Ministers of the Ukrainian SSR,

which is under close supervision and direction of the State .Cionlittoe of Vocational.

Technical Education of the Council of Ministers of the USSR. This latter body

organizes uniform courses of studies, authorizes textbooks and coordinates the work

of the republican boards. Pupils may be recruited in one republic,trained in an-

other, and diredted to work in still another. In one case boys were sent from the

Poltava region in Ukraine to schools in Russia and then directed to work beyond the

Urals.

These schools, which are attached to a factory or other enterprise, generally

accept pupils who have completed grade VIII and entered the world of work. The

latter attend day or night classes Depending on the shift they work. In the rural

schools of this type instruction is from one to two years; in urban - from one to1
three. In the academic year 1961 . 62 there were over 208,000 pupils in such

schools in Ukraine. (1)

We find 'Ukraine is discriminated against in this type of education in compar-

ison to the RSFSR as is revealed by the following table:

No. of Grads. of voc. tech, schools of USSR for 1964 by republics.

usn	 RSFSR	 Ukr.SSR 
943,200	 605,500	 =23E,l00	 (2)

The RSFSR with 56.3% of the total population of the USSR is favoured with

64.2% of the graduates, whereas the Dkr.SSR, with 20% of the total population,

has only 16% of the graduates.

ersonal investigation by the author while in Ukraine revealed that all such

schools are conducted in Russian. There is confirmation of this Russifaction in

various published materials. For example there is listed "A Handbook for Entrants

to City and Vocational - Technical Schools of Dnipropetrovsk Region, Dnipropetrivsk

1964,Pin a monthly journal of books. (3) This students handbook is in Ruzsian.

•



Annual seetistical handbooks from 1955 to 1964 on publishing in the USSR, list textbooks

for such schools as being published in the RSFSR. Books of this typo are listed as

published in Ukraine only in 1955 (there is no data available before that year); the

number of titles wee . threee (4) The fact that textbooks are published in Russian
moans that the language of instruction is also Russian; the language of the text is also

the lanvage of the lecture. This is further confirmed by tinetables for such schools

for 1957 which list only the Russian language as a subject. (5) See fie;uro 4)

However, in the 1920 1 s and the early 1930 I s s the language of instruction was the

pupil's native tongue. In Ukraine the language of instruction wae either Ukrainian

or the language of one of the national minorities* Russian, Jewish, Polish, Moldavian,

Carman, etc., 'where there were largo concentrations of such people. Russian was not

even taught as a subject in non-Russian schools. (See figure 5)
There ievscreat dcal of Coviet proprIlu.nda about the nu7dot2rJ 	 in the ussR

ehile employed. Among these are also workers and employees who improve their

academic standing and technical qualifications without losing time from work. Soviet

statistics indicate that ihe workers and employees of Ukraine, for some mysterious

reason, also lag behind in this type of education as revealed by the following table:

No. of yerkere & employees who improve thelr qualifications while working in
the Republics of the USSR in 1964.

Total in USSR
6,764,400

.RSFSR	 Ukr.SSR
5727;600 t6.3 -17657600	 -17.8	 (6)

Semi professional training it provided by technicuns or secondary special

educational institutions. There was a total of 659 of those at the beginning of the

1964 - 65 school year. (7) Among these were the regular days night and correspondence

schools. Courses vary from three to five years for graduates of grade VIII and

one and a half to three and a half for those whoe Completed general education

secondary schools.

A study of comparative statistics on secondary special education in the USSR

reveals a shocking picture of discrimination against Ukreine, her language and her

youth. The number of secondary special education institutions for 1964 - 65 was as

follows:
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Total in • USSR	 RSFSR 
3,717	 2,175,

ulasnsn	 5
57.5 ' 6L32	 T873

The data on the number of students in these institutions for tho samo year

foliage:



C
TYr.al in USSR	 P.SFSR	 Dkr.SSR
3,323700	 2-0-662;4co -a

	
1-873	 (8)

Year	 1950-51	 1958-59	 1960-61	 1961-62	 1963-64	 196h-65
71	 —9-6-	 —9.7	 :C

RSFSR	 79	 93	 105	 133	 148	 164
Ukr.SSR	 61	 84	 92	 114	 123	 132	 (9)

'

he folleatn& table:

No. of students in sec. spec. ed. inst. per 10 /000 population.

The number of students per 10,000 population for Ukraine is consistently lower

then the number for the USSR or the 1SFSR4 If we subtract the number in Ukraine from

the number in the RSFSR for each year we gat the comparison of the difference from

year to year:

Year 1950-51 1958-59 1960-61 1961-62 1962-63 1963-64
14	 13	 19	 25

This comparison again shows Ukraine's underprivileged position / and the expand-

ing increase of that discrimination. A difference of la in 1960 has grown to a

difference of 32 students in 1964 per 10,000 population between the number in the

RSFSR and Ukraine.

Consequently Ukraine's % of the total number of graduates from technicums in

the USSR is, also smaller than her % of the population:

No. of specialists with sec, spec. ed. in republics of USSR in 1964.

RSFSRUSSR	 Ukr.SSR
6 0 732,100	 7,111750100	 1779,400 -17.1	 (10)

Not only does a youth in Ukraine have less opportunity to enter a technicum

in his native land, but a Ukrainian student has less chance of eaterinz such an

institution than a Russian in the USSR as a whole.

No, of students in sec, spec. ed. inst. of USSR by nationality for 1964.

Total in USSR	 Russians	 Ukrainians
2 192,600	 1,909,600 -Z3'.2 E5) $000	 -15.8	 (11)

This parallels the % of students with secondary special education in the USSR
for 1964:

Total in USSR	 Russians	 %	 Ukrainians	 %
60702,100	 403612400 75../ 1/067 0 100	 -115.9 (12)(12)

"OAK"OAK
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Urstenammlaplaul. 	 4,1	 .
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Urstenammlaplaul. 	 4,1	 .
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These.' guree are significant when we look at the. population statistic:: of the USSR.

Total in USSR	 Repsians
514-"-

.;	 Ul:raenians
7077275,7677- 	 11:475;579	 .7	 37,37;1,95. 	 IT/73 (13)

Thus with 54.7% of the population in the rssn, the Russians had in 1964 - 63.5%

of the graduates of the secondary special educational institutions; Ukrainians

with 17.8%. of the population had only 15.7% of the graduates.

But, above all, Ukrainian students are discriminated against in aemiesione to

technicums in Ukraine itself as is evident from the following table for the school

year,1961 62:

No. of students in sec. spec. ed. inst. of Ukr.SSR by nationality:

Total	 Ukrainians	 Russians
454 1g09 	 . 3114,413	 .-59A	 112,07	 7473

In their native land, Ukrainians, with 76.8% of the population, make up only 69.1%

of the students of technicuts; Russians with 16.9% of the population of Ukraine

make up 24.8% of the students.

It is natural to assume that there is also financial discrimination against the

.system of secondary special education in Ukraine. The following data of expenditures

in million of roubles for teerienms in 1960 reveals the degree:

Total budget for USSR .RSFSR	 %	 Ukr.SSR
743-6.6	 I1I74 zu:5 90.5—

There is also discrimination against the Ukrainian language. Careful personal

investigation by the author during his two years in Ukraine revealed that the

language of instrnction in the technicums of transport, construction, production,

agriculture, economics, medicine (for training nurses and felshere), trade and

commerce, forestry, technology and music was Russian. Ukrainian is still partially

ueod in the cultural — educational and pedagogical

A traveller to the USSR described to this writer his visit to a technicura in

rural Bukovina in Ukraine. The director was away in Moscow on school business;

officials whom he met at the school spoke to him in Russian, although ho was a

Ukrainian; the whole atmosphere at the school — signs, slogans, bulletin boards,

books — was Russian.



tudent in a technict4a in-Kiev who insisted on speakiLg only Ukrainian was

warned several times by officials of the school. Later he was detained by the KGB.

The principal then expelled lidet from the students' dormitory. I aeed another

student who attended a technicum in Kiev, where most of the pupils were Ukrainian,

what would happen if he spoke to the principal in Ukrainian. Ile replied:

"I would not dare."

The fact and extent of Russifidation of the technieuns is confirmed by the

"Rules of Admission to the Secondary Special Educational Institutions of the

USSR for 1966" in which we road that:

"Entrants to secondary special educational institutions
complete entrance examinations of the Russian language
for all courses with the exception of individuals who
are entering courses where instruction is not in
Russian, and who, instead of an examination of the
Russian language, completh entrance examinations of the
language in which lecturing is conducted in the given
course." (16)

Needless to say, the language in which all examinations are conducted is, of

course, Russian. The Ukrainian language is taught as a subject in the technicums,

but it takes second place to Russian in the number of hours it is allotted. In a

bulletin of instructionetedireoLors of secondary special educational institutions,

dated July 10,1962, (see figureslop7 ) the ministry of secondary special education

of the USSR laid down the following timetable for the study of literature with

number of hours per year:

Russian in day schools - 135
Ukrainian in day schools - 120

• Russian in night schools . 120
Ukrainian in night schools - 90

There is no mention of examinations in Russian literature and we assume that

these are held, but it is specifically stated that there are no examinations in

Ukrainian literature. In correspondence schools there are to be two exaninations

in Russian literature and only one in Ukrainian. Students entering technicums, who

had had never stpdied the Ukrainian language are not required to take it.

Obe.,



This atmosphere, in which Ukrainian is relegated to second place, encourages

RUS3ign students to show their disregard and even contempt for the MG.-ainian

language. In the Odessa cooperative techniclan the teacher of Ukrainian haa often

found when she entered the classroom, written insults on the blackboard against

the Ukrainian language, such as the following:

"Now begins the lesson of the donkey language."

In the Odessa theatrical technicum, Russian students announced at the be-

ginning of the 1964 65 school year to the teacher of Ukrainian that:

"Wa have no intention of working on the
Ukrainian stage, we spit on the Ukrainian
stage (ham naplovat na ukrainekg stscau),
and, therefore, will not participate in
yeur lectures."

They then walked out and stayed out. The director took no disciplinary measures.

Authorities not only do not punish such demonstrations of scorn and contempt

for the Ukrainian language, but covertly encourage, and then hold them up as

manifestations of "popular will" and ueo them as pretexts for further Russification.

.Several cases were related to this writer of Russian teachers in tochnicuma,

who -waged persistent campaigns against the Ukrainian language. In the Odessa

cultural - educational school, which trains librarians and cultural workers for

villages, a Russian teacher of history proclaimed that:

"The Ukrainian is a dying language. We have
a universal language - Russian. We shpuld
stick to it and cultivate it."

Similar ideas were as emphatically expressed by Russian teachers in the cdossa

technicum of food industry. Should, on the ether hand a Ukrainian speak up in

defense ef the Ukrainian language, he would immediately be branded as a

"bourgeois nationalist" (see *glossary) and terrorized into silence.
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We can gauge ths extent of Russification of these schools, by analyzing the

data on book publishing in the USSR. Lot us look at thA number and languago of

textbooks for techniclqs in 1955:

Total for USSR	 RSFSR	 %-	 UkrSSR
334	 —23E 75 —IT—	 —6—

We find that the RSFSR with 56.3% of the population published 76% of the textbooks

for technicums. We do not know the language of the 6% printed in Ukraine, but we

do know that those in Russia were not printed in Ukrainian as there were no books

printed in Ukrainian in the RSFSR.

In the years from 1955 to 1964 ( data for 1965 not yet available ) there are

no listings of textbooks for technicums under the national republics in this source,

but there is other data which is even more revealing (16) 2

Tektbooks for tachnicums in the USSR by

Yozr	 Total for USSR Russian % All other	 In other
lang. of USSR	 — laivuti.;es *

1962	 10524	 1,196 78.5	 311
1963	 1,482	 1,143 77.1	 319	 21.5	 20
1964	 1,723	 1,353 78.5	 311	 18.	 59	 (18)
( * These are probably in foreign languages for foreign langue courses.

Here we find that in all the non—Russian languages of the USSR, which are the—
native tongues of 45.3% of the population, were published in 1964 only 185 of

the textbooks for technicums.
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Appecial catalogue of all technical books published in the Ukr.SSa for 1965

lists eleven textbooks for tcchnicums. Of these, ten are in Ruc.7)1Ln with editions

up to 40,000 and one in Ukrainian with an edition of 4,000. (19) ( see figure9)

The Ukrainian monthly journals of books lists the following throe handbooks

for students of technicums (all in Russian):

Donetsk City School of Artists a. Decorators of Graphic Agitation,
Regulations and Course of Studies. Donetsk, 1963. 	 (20)

Donetsk Agricultural Technicum (Sandbook For Entrants).
Donetsk, 1964.	 (21)

Lviv Medical School No. 2 , (Handbook For Entrants). tviv, 19;54. (22)

Significant is the fact that even the handbook for the school in Lviv should be in

Russian.

Significant also is another facts the technicums are not all under one

authority. Some come under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of High-r and .

Secondary Special Education of the republic/ others coma under various other

ministries, committoes and agencies. But strange as it may seem, many cf those

are agencies of the USSR.Thus in Ukraine in 1964, of 659 technictIt2s 42 cams

under the jurisdiction of 51:i.; agencies. Among those were the follcaing: 	 (23)

No.	 T7pe of technicum 
coaaunications

5	 hydro power

7	 uztion

15	 railway transport

Agency which has jurf.:sdiction
Ministry orco.,uninica-i.:ionc. of USSR
Stae Con, of Energetics & Ele„;'a.lfication

o2
State ?rod. Com . of Transport CoLst. of

USSR
Ministry of Means of Conmunication of USSR

There are those vino applaud the new rulers — Brezhnev and Kygin — as

heralds of a new era in the USSR. Certainly they have made some changes. Among

those is the reorganization of the Councils of the National Economy (Radztarhozpy)

into ministries. This affected the jurisdiction over technicums in Ukraine. All

those/ that had been under the Councils of tha.National Economy of the UkrSSR,

after the reorganization came under the ministries of the USSR.. Among these were

the following technicums: (24) (Awe figures q, 10)
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C.4	 automation
4	 industry of food supplies

mechanical
7	 chemical industry
11 light industry
15 mining
22 machine building

Consequently in . 1966, out of a total. of 673 . technicens in the Ukr.SSR 0 140 'acre

under the jurisdiction of agencies and ministries of the USSR — an increase of

93 from 1964.

Not only are the language of instruction and the textboOka in the trade

schools and technicums of Ukraine foreign, not only are Ukrainians discriminated

against in these very schools, but the schools themselves are gradually coming

under the control of agencies outside Ukraine. In the face of this, shamelessly

and hypocritically, the hierarckrin the Kremlin announced to the -acrid that

they are:.

a ... promoting the free development of the languazes of the
peoples of the msa and the complete freedom of every
citizen of the USSR to speak, and to bring up and odtcate
his children, in any languaco, ruling out all privilogee,
restrictions or compulsions In the use of this or that
language. By virture of the fraternal friendship and mutual
trust of people natIonal . languages are developing on a
basis of equalJty and mutual enrichment.“ (25)
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In previous years:
1914 - 15
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27.6

	

1927 - 28	 1933 - 34

	

17.3	 21.

1940 - 41

24.2 ( 4 )
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Higher 'Education

Discrimination against Ukraine and her students, frenzied haste bordering on

insanity to Rutsify„ and absolute control over all aspects of the educational

process by the central government is most evident in higher education. Financially

Ukraine gets less than her share of the total education budget for higher educa-

tional institutions. This is clear from the following table when we re=mber that

the RSFSR has 56.3% of the total population of the USSR and the Ukr.SSR has 20%.

Budget for higher ed. inst. for 1960 in mi llion of roubles.

1,110.9
	

689.9	 62.9	 182.1 -	 16.4	 (1)

This, in turn, means that Ukraine will also suffer as to the number of higher

educational institutions she will have as indicated by the following table:

Comparison
Year

of no, of
1940-41

higher ed.
1950-Si..
-UM---
516
58.6
160
18.2

inst. in RSFSR and UUr.SSR.
1958-59	 1960-61	 1962-0 1963-64 1964-65

(2)

USSR
RSFSR
% of total
Ukr.SSR
% of total

d17
481
58.9

173	

•21

—7166
441
57.6
140
18.3

739
430
58.2
135
18.3

6 6
426
57.7
133
18

742
427
57.5
131
17.7

754
432
57.3
132
17.5

Not only is Ukraine 'S % of the higher educational institutions smaller than her %

of tlw total population, but it declined from 21% in 1940 to 17.5% in 1964.
1

Ukraine's % of students in the higher educational instituticfm in relation to

the total population of the USSR is even shaller.

:No. of Students in higher ed. inst. in republics of the USSR for 1960-61;

USSR	 RSFSR	 Ukr.SSR
2;75,500	 1796,100	 B775	 1717,70 	)

It is interesting and significant to note Ukraine's % of the total nrmhor of

students in higher educational institutions of the USSR (Russian Empire in 1914-15)

We can compare the relationship another may:
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No. or s adepits per 10;000 pop. in higher lid. inst. of republics of USSR.

Year
IM-17
RSFSR
U1cr.SSR

1940 . 1950 1958 .1960
MY

124
97'

1963
-11=

161
121

1964
-T57
176
1143 (5)

741
43
47

69
77
54

116
91

Although Ukraine's number was higher in 1940 than the average for the USSR', it has

remained consistently smaller in all other years for which data are available..

Another fact is significant:

Comparison of cliff: in no. of students. per 10,000 between RSFSR and Ukr.SSR.
Year	 1950 .1958 - 1960	 1963	 1964

-23 	 -25- -27 	 70--
The size of the education budget is also reflected in student aid in Ukraine as is

evident from the following table for 1966:

No of students of higher ed. inst. receiving stipends in republics of USSR.

• USSR	 RSFSR	 .Ukr..SSR
814-77031	 514774	 114975817

	
(6)

Many students are sponsored and given a stipend by various economic enterprises

to attend higher educational institutiOnn: The data on this type of student aid for

1960 indicates the same discrimination avast students of Ukraine.

No. of students sponsored by enterprises in republics of USSR..

USSR	 RSFSR	 Akr;SSR 
257,886 -157;586	 Era.	 41,535	 16.1:
	

(7)

With some exceptions; students in the. USSR are required to go to work for at

least two years after graduating from secondary school before being eligible for

admission to a hi gher educational institution: Rowever 0theve exceptions do not

apply in the same measure to students of all republics. In the RSFSR 43% of the

students admitted in 1960 61 were exempt; in Ukraine °ray 25%; Stating this in

reverse: 57% of the students in the RSFSR had work experience before being

admitted; whereas in Ukraine 75% had such experience.	 (8)

As a result of this policy of discrimination; Ukraine suffers in the number

of her graduates as the following table reveals

No: of grads: with higher ad: per 1000 pop: in republics of USSR; 1959.
USSR	 (9)
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BIA.Iih're discrimination acainst students in Ukraine is felt mainly by the

Ukrainians. It is much easier for an Urban than a rural youth to zain admittance

to a higher educational institution. The reasons for this are many: city schools

are better equipped and provide better instruction; intellectual stimulation is

greater in a city environment; the language of instruction in city schools is,

for the most part, in Ruseian, which um also the language used in the higher

educational institutions and the language in which entrance exams are written.

Russian youths are consequently, favored because most of them live in cities. (10)

They are also favoured because Russians occupy a disproportionate number of

leading positions in the republic. An influential parent can mean more in terms of

educational advancement in the USSR than sheer mental ability and hien academic

achievment.

Students admitted to higher educational institutions are carefully screened.

With the application forms they must present
"... character references from party. TCL, trade
union and other public organizations..." 	 (11)

In this case a Ukrainian i at a double disadvantage: firstly, in many lending

positions sit Russians.(They made up 26.6% of the party delagates at the XXII

Congress of the CPU in 1961(12), secondly, parents of rural youth, as a rine, aro

not party members. In villagea the only members are generally local officials and

many of these very often are not Ukrainians.

Obviously, local officials, especially if they are Russians, woad be reluctant

to recommend Ukrainian students, As party members they must be guided by the party

constitution, which states that a party member must "carry on a struggle with

survivals of nationalism." (13) Any emphasis on national customs, tradition or lang-

uage can be and often is interpreted as "nationalism". One can imagine the attitude

of a local party official to the son of a peasant who had strong attachment to

custom and tradition.

Haw strongly these and other faators affect the admission of Ukrainians to

schools of higher learning : in Ukraine can be seen from the following data on the
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national-composition of the students of these institutions for 1960 - 61:

Total for URrSSR	 , Ukrainians	 %
	

Mr:clans 
417,74d	 E275 115,464	 JO	 (14)

The relative position of Ukrainians in the higher educational institutions in

the USSR is no better. Their nutber for 1964 was as follows:

Total in USSR	 Russians	 %	 Ukrainians
1,9d7,900	 7/7,76— 1Z6	 (15)

If a Ukrainian wishes to go on to post-graduate work he will find the discrim-

ination even greater. It is apparently deemed by the Russian ruling hierarchy net

safe to allow too many Ukrainians to achieve higher academic standing: they could

become a threat to Russian Hegemony in Ukraine. The rules of admission to republi-

can institutions are laid down by official decree of the Ilinistry of Nigher and

Secondary Special Education of the USSR and the Academy of. Sciences of the USSR. (16)

The section on quotes of post-graduate student reads as follows:

"Summary annual quotes of admittance to post-graduate
work in all higher educational institutions and'
research-scientific institutes of the ministrifDs„
councils of the national economy and other enterprises
are examined and confirmed in accordance with the
requirements of the national economy of the USSR by
the Yinistry of Higher Education of the USSR, and for
scientific-research institutes of the Academy of
Sciences of the union republics by the presidium of
the academy in question."
	

(17)
In addition, the number of institutions in Ukraine, empowered by decree of

the CC of the CPSU and the Council of Ministers of the USSR, August 20,1956, to

accept candidate and PhD theses for defense and recommend students for such

degrees is very limited as is evident from the following data:

No. of institutions in USSR with power to recommond candidate and PhD
students for degrees.

Total in USSR	 BSFSR	 %	 Ukr.SSR
261	 195	 7=7	 -En
(*Two of these are under jurisdiction of an allunion ministry)

	
(18)

Although their Russian equivalents are included, we find the following

Ukrainian institutions not among these that have such power:

' Ad
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O
• Ni217 State Conservatory of Music.

Kiev Karponko-Kary state Institute of Theatrical Arts
Kiev State Institute of Fine Arts
Kiev. Gorky Pedagogical Institute
Higher Party School of the CC of the CPU
	

(19)

For advanced studies in these fields Ukrainians must go to Moscow where Russians

decide how many and who, from among Ukrainians, will be admitted.

The effect of these restrictions on the proportion of post graduate students

in Ukraine, as compared with the RSFSR is most unfavourable for Ukraine:

No. of post grad, students in republics of . USSR in 1964..

USSR	 -psFsR	 %	 : .UlcrSSR
56,523 V776	 10,644	 17.8

	
(20)

If a student wishes to enroll for post graduate work at an institute of the

Academy of Science of the USSR, he will be confronted with even more severe

restrictions. Those accepted must be "worthy candidates", not only capable of

achievment, but also politically reliable. In addition, students are accepted in

the in3titutes of the academy of sciences of the USSR from the republican

academies
"... only in those disciplines in which locally there are
no faculty advisors and no material and technical resources". 	 (21)

But Ithe students, who are accepted, receive their stipends not from the academy of

the USSR, but from the republican. academy. Clearly, the Academy of Sciences of the

USSR, *which is finianced by funds from all republics, is in reality the Ilcademy of

Sciences of the RSFSR, and its facilities are basically reserved for Ruazians. And

this is called."aid to the academies of science of the union r•publics..." (22).

Has hypecricy ever known lower depths? •

As one would expects the policy, of discrimination against post graduate

students in Ukraine is reflected in the number of scientists in Ukraine.

No. of scientists in national republics of USSR.

Year
1725
1950
1958
1960
1962
1963
1964

USSR RSFSR
617572

111,699
194,849
242,872
362,528
389,326
419,512

%.
E279
68.7
68.6
68.3
69.1
68.8
68.6

UkrSSR
17,Yu1I
22,363
36,550
46,657
71,035
78,866
86,957.

V76
13.7
12.9
13.2
13.5
13.9
14.2 (23)

9t5,315
162,508
284,038
354,158
524,546
565,958
611,964
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Althoug Ukraie $ s % of the total number of scientists in tna 110...)11 1 has very slowly

climbed, it is still a long may from the pre — war. level; Russia's % is considerably

above the pre —war level.

A further breakdown of stitistics indicates that the % of PhD's in Ukraine is

No. of scientists with PhD degrees in republics of the USSR for 1964.

132713 	9,693. 7577 1,751	 3278
USSR	 RSFSR , 	 UkrSSR 

smaller:even	

(24)

By comparing the % of the population engaged chiefly in physical and in msntal

labour in the USSR, RSFSR and the UkrSSR for 1959 we obtain the following table:

USSR	 PSFSR	 Ula'SSR
Physical 79.3	 77.4	 82.2
Yenta'	 20.7	 22.6	 17.3	 (25)

It is quite easy to secs who are this "lacwors of wood and the drawers of =tarn.

It 1.3 obvious that there is planned discrimination against the Ukr,Taa in the

amount of money she obtains for higher education, in the number of institutions,

students, graduates, post graduates, scientists and PhD's. (See appendix V) But the

discrimination against Ukrainians as a nationality in post graduate schools of the

USSR is even more marked than in the graduate, as is revealed by the following table:

No. of post grad. students in USSR by natiornitty in 1960.

Total  in USSR	 - Russians	 % ,	 Ukrainians	 oi;
36,751 	 21,512	 5375	 41031	 .	 1121	 (26)

This, as can be logically assumed, adversely influenced the number of scient-

ists in the USSR of Ukrainian nationality as we see by the floowing table:

No. of scientists in USSR by nationality for 1964.

USSR	 Russians	 %	 Ukrainians	 %
611,664	 404,170	 . 	 1576	 (27)

Lot us now analyze statistics for Ukraine for the national composition of

specialists:

National comp. of specialists with higher ed. in UktSSR for 1960.

Total for UkrSSR 
	

Ukrainians%	 Russians 
685051	 3992931
	

5873 Iti124d9
	

(28)
•

A
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universities - Kiev, Lviv, Uzhorod and Chernivtsi 'Ukrainian is still used by some

lecturers in some of the other faculties as well, especially in the social sciences.

In Kiev,esccording to estimates of persons mho are well acquainted with tho situation,

between 20 and 2% of the lectures are in Ukrainian. In Lviv, Uzhorod and Chernivtsi

it may be slightly higher.

The other higher educational institutions: polytechnical l industrial, medical,

trade and commerce, agricultural and economic, have all been completely Russianized

except for those in Western Ukraine where the native tongue is used by some lecturers.

It is not openly admitted, but, ocassionally statements are unvittinely made in

unguarded moments that confirm the fact: that the language of instruction in higher

educational institutions of non-Russian republics is Russian, In a pamphlet meant

for internal distribution Bilodid wrote:

" Many students of various nationalities
study in large scientific and education-
al centres of the country - Moscow,
Leningrad, Kiev, Kharkiv, Lviv, !Toeesibirsk,

Tbil idi and others. Poseibility of such
study for students of all nationalities is re-
alized by a knowledge of the Russian lang-
uage." (31)

A teacher in a national tepublic, pointing out that graduates of technicuns do

not have a full mastery of the Russian language, blames the condition on the in-

sufficient number of hours assigned to Russian and, to stranthen her case, asks:'

• wffill the graduates of the secondary eeecial
• educational institutions of the national
• republics be able to complete the entrance

examinations for the higher educational
institutions of Macaw, Leningrad, Kiev, and
other cities where instruction is. carried
on in the Russian language?" . (32)

Fcr the school year 1960 - . 61, besides Ukrainiann, there ware listed as attend-

ing the higher educational institutions . of 'Ukraine, students of thirty-three nation-

alities and some whose nationality was not listed. (See appendix rr ). Altogether

they made up 37.5% of all the students of such Institutions in Ukraine. ebeieelsey

this practise of accepting students from one republic in the schools of another is

greatly encouraged and is a widely used means of Ruesification of the educational



instituC:)ons of the national republics. This writer was infurmed while in the USSR

by hiehly placed officials that there were even quotes for each iaeLitution of the

number of students of each nationality that it was obliged to enroll. Even Pems-

ification is planned in a planned economy'

Ruseification is advanced by various means and an all fronts. Over the Ministry
of Higher and Secondary Special Education of the Ula'SSR etande a similar einistey of
the USSR. This ministry appoints the Minister for Ukraine, his aeeistante, rectors
of all universities and institutes: this minister approves all courses of studies,

all entrance examinationse textbooks and final examinations.

One of the committees of this all — tnion ministry is the HLeer Atteetational
Commistion (UK). It confirms the appointments of members of the academic councils

of the higher educational and scientific research institutes, supervises their

granting of degrees below the candidate (ILA.) level, eonfirmz candidate and PH.D.

degree and bestoes the titles of senior scientific researcher ', aceietant professor

and professor. (33)
Everywhere Russians are given a wide preference. In every institute they hold .

many of the key posts: rectors, prorectors, faculty heads 'and professors. Let us

look at eons of the names in key positions in higher education in Kiev:

Yin. of Higher and Secondary Special Education	 Dadenkov .
Rector Polytechnical Institute	 Pleeunov -
Rector Technological institute of Licht Industry 	 Orlov
Rector Engineering Construction Institute	 Teeerov
Rtctor Ukrainian Academe- of Agricultural Sciences

IT.e!=inRector State Institute of Physical Culture
Director Kiev Institute for Improving Qualifications of Teachers Ke'nyekov
Director Ukrainian Scientifie.Research Institute of Pedagogy 	 Chopilev

Last autumn a new university opened in Ukraine in Donetsk. It too will have its

share ef 'f older brothersn  from Russia. We were informed that doctors of science
would arrive to fill Poste on the staff from Uoscow, Sverdlovek, Kharkiv, Saratov,

Lviv and Voronezh. (3)4)

Another means of Russification is through the language of the textbooks. The

number of titles published in Ukraine for higher educational institutions in 1964

as a % of the total for the USSR was as follows:
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To'e't for USSR
	

RSFSR 
	

UkrSSR
274.00	 7179 . 335
	

(35)

Ukraine with 20% of the population of the tr,SP. published 10% of the t .:tb r oks. Eut

because they were published in Ukraine doc3 not necessur4y mean they w,or., in the

native tongue. 7'e have no exact data as to the language of these text,s, but there

is a breakdown giving the total number of textbooks and pamphlets for

education published in Russian and the non-Russian lanzu:a of thc3 ursn	 fellows:

Total for TzSR. In Russian	 %	 In all other 1:_ng. of 
37;54 2O	 7772	 692	 1:72	 (36)

There is further evidence that most of those published in Ukraine are in

Russieri. Fol/owing is a letter, dated June 22, 1964 and received by the director of

the Kiev publishing house, "Tekhnika N , G.P. Solniko- (a Russian, of course).

The Ministry of Higher and Secondary Special Education of the
Ukrainian SSR is forztarding to you a list, authorized by the
committee of the Ministry or Higher and Secondary Special
Education of the usfm, of educational literature for 1965-66

(in Russian only) for higher educational institutions for
which you publish.

Deputy Minister, I. Dzubko.

A check of the 1965 catalogue :of technical and scientific books published in

Ukraine (37) reveals that "Tekhnika" is not slated to published oven one text book

in Ukrainian for either the higher educational institutions or the tachnicumse(Soe

figure // ). When we check the catalogue of publications of Markiv University for

1965 (38) we find that there are 15 text books authorized for higher educational

institutions - all are in Russian. (See figubela.).

Reference books in libraries are also predominantly in Russian. The libraries

of many educational institutions publish monthly bulletins of incoming books. The

Kiev Gorky Pedagogical Institute lists for Jan. 1265 a total of 236 n,-;v1. books, of

which 205 are in Russian and only 31 in Ukrainian (39). All books on philosphy,

"scientific" communism, economics, history, cybernetics, astronomy 2 technology,

linguist:1.es, music, plusioloa, medicine and methods of teaching physics, languages

and literattre were in Russian. (See figure Ak 1)And this is an institution that is

still predominantly Ukrainian. In the technical and scientific institutes the

library; books are all in Russians
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any higher educational 'titutes in Ukraine are direct) 	 der the jurisdiction of

ministrie- or committees of the USSR. In 1964 0 of 125 inetitutee in Ukraine, 24, or 20%

were in this category. (140) Among these the two Institute for T :echanization of Agricult-

ure, the two Veterinary Institutes, the Ukrainian Academy of Aericultural Sciences and the

twelve Agricultural Institute§ are under thn control of the Ministry of Aericulture of the

USSR since 19614. (See figure15) Prior, they were under the Ministry of Agriculture of the

UkrSFR.(See figure 16) There is mo question about the langvaee of inetruction in those

inetitutionee

There are many foreign students enrolled in Ukrainian higher education]. institutions.

In 1965 there were over 200 foreigh.students from 20 coentries of the world studying in

the Ukrainian Academy of, Agricultural Sciences. (141) They begin attending reel/l et lectures

after a six month basic course in Russian. In 1964 there were 401 students from 32 coun-

tries taking such courses at the Preporatory Faculty for Foreign Citizens at Kiev Univcr-

sity.(42) These students from abroad have become a pretext for Russification. In the Lviv

Pelytechnical Institute a. few such students were assigned to each class and the lecturera

were ordered to switch over to Russian. In the Kiev Medical Institute several obdurate

professors received orders direet from the Ministry of Higher and Secondary Special Educ-

ation of the USSR in Moscow to lecture in Russian.

To get a clearer picture of the process of Russification let us follow a student

from a Ukrainian secondary school as he prepares to enter Kiev University. first he meet

write entrance examinations which will be in Ruseian and for which ho studied from Ruse-

ian texts.(See figure 17) with him, trying the examinations, will be marT Pezeiane. They

will have the advantage because be studied in a Ukrainian school and does not know Russ-

ian as well as they do. If he fails, he will be reproached: "You should have attended a

Russian school."

If successful ho may be assigned to a student dormitory where he will find that no-

tices on bulletin boards, slogans, wall and regular newspapers and nagazinee s will be for

the most part in Russian. The attendants at the hostel will also be Russian. If ha in-

sists on speaking Ukrainian he will be rega0ded critically and derisive31 and perhaps

even labelled a "bourgeois nationalist".

When he goes to the book kiosk and asks for Ukrainian textbooks, a Russian

)
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speaking lesk will measure him contemptuouelY from head to foot and snarl: "Nyem,

eelke ea rusekom yazyko". ("No, 110 only have . them in the Russian lanzuaL; )

Tho profeesora will in most cases lecture in Russian: there may be - lack of

textbooks in Ukrainian; Russian and foreisn students may be present who will demand

that lectures be in Russian as they do not understand Ukrainians the professor may

be afraid to go against official policy; he may be a Russian born in Ukraine or

directed there.

Or student will come in contact with the rector, proroctors, faculty heads and

other officials. He will find that many of them aro Russians. Since they will speak

their native tongue, others must answer in the same lansuage, because n it is not

cdatured not to reply in the tongue one is addresse r'.." non he goes to the library

to study, he will find that most reference books aro also in Russian.

After graduating ha will core before a government beard to "chocese"hie place

of employment. The choice may be wide: Siberia, Kazakhstan, the Urals or the Island

of Sakhalin. His diploma will be sent to the personell department at his place al:

employment and will ba made available to him after his three years of service at the //

assigned place of employment.

If accepted, a graduate goes on to advanced studies. The degree of "candidate"

(M.A.) is conferred by a VAX in Loscom. If his thesis is satisfactory notification

to that effect in forwarded to him, if it is not acceptable he does not set aay

explanation or an opportunity to rewrite it. Appeals and requests for an explanation

are to no avail. There is no stipulation as to which lancuase should be used in

writing a thesis. A student mays:rite it in Ukrainian, but in Mosces they only read

Russian. So he waits hopefully; no word from VAK. Some students have been waiting

for years. The word gets around; most theses are now written in Ruseian. There is no

pressers. , you understand; it is all "voluntary". Of course, a fes are accepted in

Ukrainian. In 1960 there was, ger all Ukraine, a grand total of eleven! (43)

) •	 •

1011.411i.	 ■'?:11•Sit114:L	 ;,„s, 
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We can only conclude that there is a planned and orzanized discrimination in cch.ca-

tion against the UkrSql? (See appendix V), atainst Ukrainians in their awn republic (F,co

appendix VII), against Ukrainians in the USTI as a whole (See appendix VI) and aglinst

the Ukrainian language in all.spheres of education. In the meantime official Soviet

propaganda tirelessly continues to assert, as in the following, that:

The Ukrainian language clearly resounds in more than
40 0 000 schools where instruction i2 in the nativo
tongue, in 135 higher educational institutions of
the republics, in technicums, theatros and all
cultural - educational institutions. (44)
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0	 VI	 In Defense of Language

'Then Ukrainians and other non-Russians in the USSR are being donied tho right to

education in their native languages, minorities in other states are enjoying full

national privileges. On the USSR's north western border lies the little country of

Finland. Of its population of 4,500,000 about 8.5% are Swedes. For this minority,

in their native language, there are elemtntary and high schools, a school of econome.

ics and a university. In addition, nearly all courses at the Institute of Technology

and the University of Helsinki are given in both languages. Finnish is compulsory as a

language in all Swedish schools and vice versa.. Both languages are used on street and

other signs, in broadcasting, government and parliament. There are Swedish newspapers

and periodicals and Swedish units in the Finnish army.

The central European country of Switzerland also has a population of about 4,500,

000, of which 69% are German, 19% French, 10% Italians and 1% Romansh. Although the

Germans form over two-thirds of the population, there is no attempt to impoao that

language on the three minorities. Each national group has elementary and secondary

schools in its native tongue. A second national language, German of French, is comp-

ulsory in all schools from grade two. Instruction in the universities is in one of the

throe national languages; in a few, instruction is in two languages. In social and ec-

onomic life the language of the local inhabitants is used. All three, German, French

and Italian, have the constitutional status of official languages, with the first two

being used in diplomacy. Government communications are written in the native tongue

of the addressee, The Romeesh language is also regarded as a national language, and,

even though it is spoken by only 50,000 people every measure is taken for its

preservation.

In Canada, of a population of nearly 20,000,000, about 5,500,000 are French

Canadians, whose ancestors first settled hare over three centuries ago. About 75% of

them live in the province of Quebec. The official language is French; it prevails in

government, business, education and military units of the Canadian army.



French Canaeians in five other provinces, Ontario, Saskatchewan, Alberta, Manitoba and

New Brunswick, whore they live in sufficient numbers, have both elementary and second-

ary schools with instruction in their native. tongue, French is the second official

language in Canada and is used in government and parliament.

These are examples of haw Capitalist states resolve the national problem. Lot us

turn to socialist countries that are composed of two or more national groups. Czecho-

slovakia has a population of 9,000,000 Czechs and nearly 4,000,000 Slovaks. Both are

official state languages. Slovakia has full and' complete national autonomy; its lang-

uage prevails in all walks of life. There is not one Czech school in all of Slovakia.

If a traveller enters Czechpslovakia through Slovakia, he in greeted by Slovaks in

their native language.

Another, multi-national Socialist state is Jugoslavia, with a population of 20,000,

000. In three of the six federal republics . Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Montenegro.

the population, tetailihg nearly 8,000,000, is Serbian. In Croatia whore there live

nearly 4,500 0000 people, the language is identical to the Serbian with the exception of

minor differences in aceentuation and the use of the Latin alphabet instead of the

Cyrillic. Slovenes with a population Of 1,600,000 and Mecodanians (1) with about 1,000,

000, are related to the Serbs, but have seperate languages and liteeatures. All three-

Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian and Macedonian- have complete equality in governeent, econ-

omic life and education. Schools exist in all three languages from the elementary to

the university level. The official organ of the party is Kommunist; it is published in

four languages: Serbian, Croatian, Slovenian and Macedonian. There arc also several

national minorities in Jugoslavia. m Albanians, Hungarians and others; they all have

elementary schools in their native tongues where there are sufficient numbers.

We ere particularly interested in the fate of Ukrainian minorities, which are found

in a number of countries, In Poland they number 300,000, but unfortunately ,are rather

widely dispersed. Houever, there are elementary schools where the language of instruc-

tion is Ukrainian and elementary and secondary Polish schools where Ukrainian is

taught as a subject if seven or more pupils register for it.



I:ormal schools and the Univorsity of Wartaw also provides advanced classea in Ukrainian

languace and literature. Ukrainians have cultural socitiea with choirc, dance enmemblea

and drama groups. They publish a weekly newppaper, a monthly literary supplemont, an

annual almanac, school texts and the works of Ukrainian writers in Poland. For the last

several years they have also organized a weekly Ukrainian radio program.

Czechoslovakia has 70,000 Ukrainians, who live in a compact mass in the eastern

regions of Slovakia. They have over 200 elementary and secondary schools with nearly

20,000 pupils. Ukrainian is also taught in the pedagogical institute and the university
0 )4

50,1
in Prashiv. more is a very active Ukrainian cultural organization, a national theatre,

a professional song and dance ensemble, cultural centres with their choirs and dance

and drama groups, libraries, a. weekly newspaper, a children's magazine, a literary

journal and an almanac. Ukrainians in Czechoslovakia have produced a number of promin-

ent writers, whose works are published in Ukrainian, and several talented artists and

sculptors. The centre of the Ukrainian community is the town of Prashiv from where

there are also Ukrainian broadcasts, totalling twenty-two hours per rack.

Romania's Ukrainian minority also numbers 70,000, but they do not live as compac-

tly as in Czechoslovakia. However, they have their elementary schools and Ukrainian

departments at normal schools and at the Bucharest University.There are Ukrainian

cultural socities with libraries, and choir, dance and drama groups. Ukrainians publish

a weekly paper, school textbooks and literary' works of their writers in Romanian.

In Jugoalavia there are only 45 0000 Ukrainians, who are quite widely dispersed.

Yet they have several elementary schools with over 1300 pupils, a Shavahenko cultural

society, a, publishing firm that produces books for their schools, a Ilicok.147 newspaper,

and a monthly literary journal Lately they have expanded their activities with a

weekly radio program.

The Ukrainian population !t4 the United States numbers about 1,500,000, but is

widely scattered throughout the country. However they have hundreds of cultural and

religious iastitutiOns, museums, tons of newspapers and journals * book publishing

firms, and academic socibties.
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There are private Ukrainian schools, which hold classes for children in tho evenin3 and

on Saturdays, and reguInr elementary and secondary schools. Ukrainians have achieved

prominence in pally walks of life as scientints„ professors, artiste, write= and prof-

essionals. In 1964 Ukrainians erected in Washington a monument to T.H. Shevohenko, the

national poet of Ukraine.

Canada has about 500,000 Ukrainians scattered from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

They also have their cultural and religious centres, libraries, museums, newspapers

and journals. There are two monuments to Shevehenko l one at Palermo near Toronto and

one on the legislative grounds in Winnipeg. Ukrainian is taught'in private cultural

centres at night and on Saturdays, in the secondary schools of Alberta, Uanitoba and

Saskatchewan, and in many universities. The Ukrainian community has produced prominent

scientists, educators and prefessional man. There are Ukrainians in provincial legisl-

atures and provincial cabinets, in the HMSO of
i
Commons and in the Senate. In the prow-

i0113 federal cabinet, an outstanding Ukrainian the Honourable M. Starr, was minister

of labour.

The largeet Ukrainian group outside the UkrSSR lives in the RSFSR. According to

the census they number 3,359 0083 (2). In reality there are many more. It i3 unpoplaor

in the RSFSR to 'regard oneself as a Ukrainian; many, therefore, gave their nationality

as Russian when the census was taken. These millions of Ukrainians in the RSFSR do not

have one Ukrainian social or cultural society, not one choir, dance or drama group, not

one newspaper. Moreover, it may even be difficult for a Ukrainian in the RsrsR to ob-

tain a Ukrainian newspaper, because subscriptions are not readily accepted for newepapo

ere outside the RSFSR by the agency through which they must be channelled. There is an

equal problem with Ukrainian books, which must be ordered from Kiev. The schools that

exiztd were arbitrarily closed in the early 1930 1 s. Stalin has died; his misrule was

denounced, but the schools remained closed despite requests to the government, the CC

and the XY2I and XXIII Congresses of the party from Ukrainians in the RSFSR and the

UkrSSR that they be reopened.

JIM\
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Foquosv,s on behalf of these Ukrainie ee were even made by a very prominent Ukrain-

ian lawyer from Canada (now deceased), who visited the USSR three timos and on each

ocaecion raised the question with IChrushchee. The first time, the letter rlaiod ha	 7

mould investigate it, the second time he said that Ukrainians in the RSFSR were not

interested in having their own schools and the third time he simply told his visitor

not to stir up the national question.

This same policy, dictated by 	 CC in Moscow, is applied to other national minor-

ities. In Ukraine the Czech, Slovak, Greek s Bulger and Romanian population totals over

450,000 (See appendix I). Not only do they not have any schools, but there was not even

one student listed as attending any higher educational institutions in the UkrSSR in

1960, from any of these groups (See appendix II). This is not, of course, the fault of

the Ukrainians. In the 1920's and 1930 ,3 there were schools in Ukraine for national

minorities. Jews in Ukraine number 840,311. They are also denied the right to have their

schools. rhen I asked a Jewish citizen of Kiev why he did not organize a private Jewish

echool to provide night classes for Uomish children, he was horrified and, by may of

answer, asked:

-"Do you want me to be sentenced to Siberia?'

This i3 how the Soviet government 1, elves' , the national problem, but they do not

call theit policy Russification, heavens no! A completely new terminoloey hes been in-

vented. Khrushchov„ speaking at the XXII Congress in 1961 described it thus:

In out country there is going 'on a drawing together
of nations... In the process of the unfolding
construction of communism there will be achieved
the complete unity of nations. (3)

This has since been widely commented upon, explained and expanded by official high prie-

sts. Each time new additions are made till we now have the following:

In the period of the development of communism there
is objective intensification of the aspiration of
peoples to an all-sided drawing together on the basis
of unfolding communist relationships. The develop-
ment of this tendency takes place under conditions of
further consolidation of a new international comm-
unity of people the Soviet nation...

.0•11,



... this community of pcoplo of various
nationalities is a transitional to
on tho road to the comploto futuru
morging of nations. CO

:hat was condemnod by Lenin as Russiacation has nos boor s "the draing togothur

of nationan , the acheivment of complote unity* and *the) merging of . nationso . To

strengthen their case they quote Lanla who sad:

The prolotarlan party ... aspires to
the draring togothor and further
merging of nations, but thiu in it
wishes to achievo not ty force, but
by an exclusively free, fraternal
union of the labouring masses of all
nations. (5)

To Lenin, the terms did not mean Ruseification. Ea vehemontly opp000d the imposi-

tion of the Russian language on non-Russians and worked to promote the dovelopment of

national languagos. Like all great can he looked into the dim and distant future and

zza a great community of free people, draw togothor by common bondo„ based on the

brotherhood of man and speaking a common lartuage. But this would ba a new langua„p

forged in the process of developing civilization. ro-ahero did ho say that it would bo

Russian.

Let us assume that mil leniums from now there will emerge one luol=rsol language.

Doea that juz=y denying to living languages today the right to Poll and fret: dovolop-

mont? We are told by scientists that millions of years from nos life on our planet will

become extinct,. Is anyone vindicated in starting an atomic holocaust to haoton that

extinction2 ay the very laws of nature my neighbour is doomed to die. '.'!ould I be justif-

ied to kill him now?Irlo know that all thingo born are doomed to die, including civil-

izations ., cultures and languages. But should they not be a/lavad to live out their fell

epanorhymust the Mrainian language be denied the right to bud, to flowor„ to run its

full course and make its contribution to civilization? Why must it be annihilated in

the bud? We have examples of civilizations destroyed* Are we not the poorer for this?

Did not part of our heritage perish When Carthage was destroyed?

And by what right does the more powerful Russian nation impose its language on

Ukraine? Is it not by the right of might? Tie are told that through a natural process of

raproachment of all Soviet peoples all nationalities are accepting the Russian language
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and, moreover, are acceptinz it 	 Yet during Lenin's time and for aImoet a decade

after hie death there 11.13 a period of rapid devaloPment of the Ukrziinaan lan 1Luage and

culttlre. neinning in tho early 1930 1 3 the leaders-df this mnvemsnt wore c.....'reeted and

phy3ierally destroyed along with millions of the co=n peoples while the rest were sul-.-

jected to terror and persecution. From whence then this sudden emeru.ence of ufraternal

frieniship.c

The fact is that Ukrainians have always fought to preserve their heritage. During

the war va-uo rumours circulated that with the return of peace there ula also be a re-

turn to the period of Skrypnyk. Ukrainians hoped, fought and diad. Their hpe was given

added substance on February 1, 1944, when ths Suprema Sosiot of the UM paseed aneu2,-

Tants to the constitution granting national republics the right to estblieh commissar-

iats (ministries) of foreign affairs, with the right to enter into direct rolationa

with foreign pozers, and commissariats of defense vith the right for each republic to

organize its own troop formations. (6)

When Khrushchov denounced the misrule of Stalin in 1956 and be,:an to rehabilitate

those who had porithed, nraini,nn dared to hope that the period of arbitrary rule uns

over and lool:ed forward to a return to the days of Lenin and Skrypryk. 'ire:leent

idual protests against Pussification and demands to return to the national policy of

Lenin began to manifest themselves in letters to the preen, to various tevernmental

bodies and to the CC of the party in Kiev and Macaw. Lat-r these proteete and denlande

took on sharper verbal forms, first in closed comnittecs and then at mass p-113Ar meet-

ings. One of the earlier and 7ore significant of such der-onstraticns took place at the

Republican Scientific Conference on the Problems of the Culture of the Ukrainian Lang-

use, held in Kiev, February 11-15, 1963. Arong numerous unscheduled speakers, who

participated in the discussion and condam=ificussification were Lydia Orel from the mov-

ie studio of 'Kiev University, U. Shestopal, a brilliant, dynamic and poplar young aszi-

stant professor from the faculty of journalism of Kiev University and V.?. Lobko, a war

veteran, former captain and an enaineor from the Academy of Sciences. In a speech in-

terrupted by intermittent outbursts of loud and enthusiastic applause he said:
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The poo-olcs of tho : loviot Union, aoonz thou	 noo-oL000l
oupportinc tho docioiono of tha party conoo:o
the liquidation of the brood of crininalo,7-,11::
ctroocio with all the evil, which ca...1 ac an o.2frprio,; of
the 1.,oroonality cult, and how stran.:o l if :C)C,
the conoeauonces of this cuat are with uo todao .. Aptoo:n",ly
the Ftulin - Kazanovich disoiploo have po=r, hoozoo- (toa
to their counteraction, tho Ukrainian poo:olo have not ion

to reclaim that which woo forbid, itn by th000 crirthoalo„
hao not been able to achicvo that which i2 ordinary an:2
natural, but which in MODt basic, moot important and nott
zacrcd, that which all people pooscool the priviloo of ed-
ucation-in the Ukrainian langua,le, in crechoo and kincler-
cartonob in schools, includinc school of work_Log youths
in trade and technical schools whoro our ,oerkinc	 i3
trained; in tho technical technicuoo and inatitutoo uhore
in ford our technical intoIlicentoia l t'oe boodo of toch-
nical progress, and the wide use of thin lon2,Le in all
sphoroo of the 1M of our people 	 the Ukroiniao
community has already, tore than onco„ placed this quoot-
ion beforo rospon=iblo oraanizations of the ropu'olic, but
there have not boon any rsoults to this day. noroover„
they do not even reply to our propooals recardinc tho in-
troduction of instruction in the native Ukrainian /ans_;ooL2
in socondary and highor educatidnal institutions and the
reestablishment of Ukrainian cultural institutions in thcos
districts whero milliona of Ukrainians live - Siboria„
Kazakhstan, the Far East and Kuban.

When ha finished, the audience rose and cave him a tumultouz otandina ovation. Fo

soviet publication mentitmed the speech or the danands of the particiranto, among whom

were many oaaineers and other technical personal'. One . of thoon prcotnt, a retired

teacher, wrote a report, entitled: The Fate of Our native Lanuazo, for tho monthly

supplomont of tha Ukrainian paper, Nasha Slowo (Our Word) in Poland (7) and listed

the demand= for Ukraini an4 oatiaa made by the participants in the 0'7-vaocon.

After the costing of Khrushchov, the criticism of Et=sificationbccams„ stroacor„

louder and bolder. Early in January, 1965 one of Ukraine's great lyric pootc, V.

Sosyura, pasood away. Ea had often been attacked az a nationalist for his exprecsiono

of deep attachment to his native land. At the funoral on Januoxy 11, one of his clozo

frieods, poet A.C. lOslyshko, in a deeply emotional tribute to Soaurya in his funoral

oration, took the ocassion to level a sharp attack on Ruosification by roaffirming

his faith in Ukraine and its language. (8) Ho said that:

The stone will disintegrate and the thousand year-old tree
will bloosom and die, but your poetry will ronoino And lot
not the snobs wait for our language and our native Ukraino
to pass azay„ because Ukraine is eterbals as you aro
eternal in it,
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The ccitcmcnt over this senez:tion hnd not did dovn when, on J rarzzlr 169 .1.1.4.

7.‘..7:7ruba,Anollt17.:tandf 	 iiterany critic and IIIIC_,'Ortpro:.litlinz o:p. r.)7y nt c.2 .1,:3;'• fi.eation,

speaking at a :7:Cr:nor -la' etinfr, for V. Simononkos a :-ouni; national poet, yae

1963, nada a r. f . ,z..t dornstatinl; indictment 	 PL;Jesification wh.an he said:

It is true that Leonid rilcolaiovich 1Zovichenko : (9) tillo
sits hero in the presidium, assures vs that the ixtc,a
14 national concept", "national consciousness" aro now
obsoleto, urararranted, outdated and non-narxist. I
would advise him to toll this to the Chinese Comma-Lists,
or the Italian Communists, cr the Enzli-sh Comuniats,
or the Polish Communists, or, f-inany, the Euneian
Communists...0bv-iously, the national concept exists and

continuo to exist.

Dontoyevzity once asked: ortould you agree. to build a
cyct nf universal harmony on one single tear of one
innoccnt child•P ArA similprily we ask: Can there be
eunilrersal harmonye , can there he a universal zocity„
can there be universal  human justice for the attain-
ment of which 3..e neeessnry even the C.;:r.;:::itiCZt inju tieo
to any one nation, in this caso the pa^ainian nation?
No, there cannot be such a society and such eharmonye
established on such foundations.

But one of the boldest protests against Russificaticn is the fo11owin3 document„

written by a man who was imprisoned by the Germans during the Second ',Torld I-Tar and by

the Russians after it.

To the Attorney - general of the Ulasainian SSP..
From citizen Naravann17 Svyatoslav Yosipovich„ who resides in the city of Odessa,
at 59 Chornomorsky Road, apart=ent 47.

Petition

I request you to arraigt on criminal charzsz the Ili/lister of Iligher and Special

Secondary Education of the itkrainimn SSR 2. Dadenkov Yuri Hikolaiovich, undar sections

of the criminal code of the Ukrainian SSR which provides penalties for:

1. violation of national and racial oquality.(Sec 66.
( e s, Mar.SSR).	 •

Oppezation to the restoration of Leninist principles
in the practical organization of hi&her cduc.ation
the	 c.inIan ST.',..(Sec 167 2 ca. , Inx.SS11).

3. Failure to implement the resolutions of the XX
ConEmss of the CP3T7 reoarding the liquidation of the
consequences of the cult of the individual (10) and
irlpedirag the restoration of normal conditions of
develop71-ent of the . 1.1krainian socialir.t nation. (Sec
66. cc : UkressR).

4. Training of unquaified permonnel and dis-organization
of the podagocical process in the systcm of higher and
specialised secondary education. (Sec 167. CC,U1w.SSR).

AWN

in
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In aceOdznce vith the rules of admission to higher and spa,cialized secondary -

euucetichal institutions, :usoian laz..,ua„;o a=1 literature a.re	 t.c es,;seto of

the ontrance . c:alminctions. Cradaates of liascian schools arca...;ra saccessfal	 this

caamihation than gre,euatea of Ukrainian sa'aco/z. In addition to tl-Zso, catrance oxa-_-:-

inaticna in pc aid zubjects are conducted la Rusalan; this also 	 it mare

difficult for 1.s.duates of Ukrainian schools to ;mita these cubject eaainations.

Therefore they achieve fever points on these competctive eaazihations.

Of the total nuibcr of those vho stud,7 in the higher edacatior.al inatitutions„

Ukrainians take up a siLlaificantly lower percentage than thsy .:C1 in tIla aphc:.-e of

production of material ipods on the territory of the Ukrainian S.M. Thaz, am=z those

who entered the Odessa Paytechniaal Enstitutc in the school ,year 1614. - 65, Ukrain-

ians made up 14.3. Of 1126 ULTainians ilho made entrance applications„ 1453 t-oz. ,-; accepted,

i.e. 40%. But of 1002 Russiama who applied, 1477 were accepted, or	 The procedura of

admittance to higher and specialized secondary educational institutions of the republic

new in for is anti-Leninist and a direct restriction of tho rights of citizens az re-

garda tneir nationality. Acts of this natur4 are subject to penalty undcr Sec. 660

CrisiLal Code, 71crainian SSR.

Fee. 66. Violation of rationa/ and racial oquality.
Prcpa,anda or agitation with the vim"' oS
to racial or national ari ".0L:.4Y lz c. diract
indirect limitation of rizhts; ob the ectablishwant
of direct or indirect privileges of citizens an
regards their  racial or national affiliation. -
Punishable by imprisonment for a term of from 6
months to 3 years, or by' biPnifshment for a period of
from 3 to 5 years.

In the overwhelming majority or higher and specia/iY.ed secondary cd=ational inst-

itutions of Xiov, narkiv, Odessa, rraipropatrovsk and othars, instruetion ia not in the

Ukrainian lanuage.

The toaehiag personnel in higher educational institutions of the Ukrainian ssa ndo

not understand the Ukrainian Langone. Thus in the Odesaa Pedagogical Institute which

trains tiachora for secondary schools, lectures are in Russian because the lecturers udo

not known the Ukrainian languages in the Odes= State University, even in ths Ukrainian .

department of the philological faculty which train Mrainian philoloziatas the majority

en*.

LA,`42_
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of oubjo, Coiotory o: tho CITU 0 forcIcn languaLps, locic ) p.-7chole	 2croign liters-.

ture roo .xiol	 oyo not taogh.:7, in Tixal:aon. 7.olzi	 -ooult of tha

negligant attiiude of no. minister of hial.or eduction to 7olo

a) failing to have poblialna a whole zerfoo of
textbooks for higher educational inotitutions
o.g. foreiigi 1Pnzuage„ logic, foroign
literature;

b) failing to train nat1onR1 (i.t. tiltrainLan)
poroonnol us lecturers.

Such conditions in highor education in Ukraine destro:Is the noroal conditiona for

the dovolo:oroont of the Ukrainian Socialist nation.

L3 a rooult of re/egating the Ukrainian language to seconl plass, gradloltas of un-

iversitico and pedagogical institutes aro not proficient in ito use. Toaching in Ukrain-

ian schoolo, such teacher do not employ the Ukrainian languaoc. Fifty percent of the

graduatco of Odoosa University and the Odessa Pedagogical In4titato refuoo to teach in

Ukrainian ochools, giving as the reazon ignorance of tho langoage.

I beg you to study the above facts and to determine the degrco of goilt of Ylzry-

T,!ikolaioviCh DJ.donkov.

24/27/654,

Obviouoly such protests are not to the likinz of the authorities, who are constautly

on tha alert for any ranifestationo of national consciouuncos. Thoro i3 a coaselono

canpaign of mass agitation denouncing nationsli sm and glorifring Rtooification as a nat-

ural dovelopmant in the march to communism. Just how intelo .c this c=paigo is was re-

vealed by the secretary of the CPU in charge of agitation and propa -sr-da l who wrote that:

After the 1XI Congress of tho party, the army of
asitators in the republic grew to 0114 minion. (12)

Khruzhehov„ 	 e1f laid special emphasis on this question at the XXII Conzroos rhen he

said:

It is necessary to intensify the education of the
masoes in the spirit of prolotarion international-
ism and Soviet patriotism, With all Bolohovik
implacability, we must root out even the Em,allost
manifestation of nationalist surviva/s, (13)

The terms "prolotarian , intornationalism n and" soviet patriotizrou are zuCarcoatad

terms for Eussification. 'That happens if on million prop:a:43st3 in blor os do not con-

vince each other? Haw do you then deal with simudfastations of nationalist ourvivals?'

441114
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Obviouslyitt is necessary to use =re "coneretenmethods.

nenit	 iv on !annary 30, 1264, Fhrnebehov wan sfel.r.ed by Ukrainian party

l ondsrs whether they enould not caos up.on the 1a1gna .7e cinstion. To at adanant:

"Nyet! Tiabten the ner,fsw.rr. 	 will continue to imlore
and persuade that it is enperative to adopt the
rnssion language. Fcwever, if necensar7, re will re-
peat 1937.)

In the spring of 1965 after Ehruchchev had becorne . a mare memory, P.N. Demielov,

acting necrotary of the CC of the CPSU in charge of ideological work, gave instructions

to the secretaries in charge of agitation and propaganda of the national parties, to

take the "offensives, arrainst manifestations Of nationalism. There had always been a

close sdrutiny of those who championed the Ukrainian language. Every higher educational

institution han a "Special tapostrontu „ a branch of the security or-an, rtich keeps a

file on every student and professor, thus exerting a tight control on the life or the

institution. All profensors, who insist on lecturing in Ukrainian arc on a cpocial list

and carefully -watched as dangerous enemies of the Soviet state. All classrooms are

connectod by an inter-communication system to a central recording room. Periodically

lectures are taped and carefully scrutinized for any nationalist sentinnnts and

deviations from the prevailing ideolAgicallins.  AfterTemichav l s instructions, the

offers-Ace ber,r7n; Khrushchov ls threats mere being translated into reality by his

successors. Lydia Orel 'as relieved of her post; Shestopal was expelled fre:-. the party

and dismiSsed from his position; the Kiev writer, who spoke up at the party conference

of writers, 'can sumnoned to the CC by A. P. Skaba, the hated and despined Stalinist third

necretary, who is in charge of agitation and propaganda, and given a thorough dressing

dorn and a stern warning; students involved in the campaign tp propzgato the Ukrainian

lanzuaza at Kiev University were detained, terrorized and some even expalled.

sll snrmer tension was building up, the security police became nore active; de-

tensions, and interrogations increased, .assuming mass proportions in Kiev after ny re-

turn to Canada in August, 1965. Later news arrived that among the6... .,•rested were rzyuba.

Now comes news that a number have been sentenced, among them Faravansky. The fate of

other opponents of Russification, Orel, Shestopal„ Lebko, who was dismissed from the

AMOK
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ACadsmy r Sciences in June 1963, are not known.

%.nerec uy whu t:J.1%;h not in r cension of frcontrovertAblo nvidorcn, ha.'o

-t,roz,gly eLol,c:cLed the exiLtcnce of a polio-r w*lich donies non- r sans thr national

-Ld per-oral	 C::s such rrsz	 "oglintti. re cold not ha7e known all the

facts, but he r . :1 1 Sta thetOt: injustices when hn wrote in his "Testamrnt“, published

after his death:

Tho problem moritina. thn armatmst attention....
is how-over, that of overcoming the regimo of
restrictions and suppressions of thn dol-nonratic
and personal frendoms which nun introduced by
Ftalin... Tho zoneral impression . is that there
exists a slowness and a resistance against the
return to the Leninist norms that ensured
within the party, az well as outside it, a
broal freedom of expression and debate on
questions of culture, art and politics. re can
not understand this slosness and thin
especially when talci ng. into account the existing
conditions, when capitalist encirclement no
longer exists. (14)

Toaliatti t s words had a profound leavening effect on the peoples of ths ussa.

not others raise their voices on behalf of a nation fighting with its back to the wall,

for its culture and its language? There aro about 2p00,000 Ukrainians on this continent,

will they not speak up? mu not the French Canadians, who have succesIly maintained

their lz.nguago and their culture speak up on behalf of a nation that doos not even have

the riLht to use its language in schools and state institutions? '3111 not r;riters, poets,

pro2ssoors, students, add their protests? Vill not statesmen, motivated by rospact for

justice raise theit voices.in the free assomblies of the world?

In Kiev I hclrd of a grade VI student who wrote:

The world shouts: Freedom for Asia, freedom for Africa!
When will it shout: Freedon for Ukraine?
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Glossary

USSR. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

rt . FSR. The Ruenian soviet Federated Socialist Republic', the largest of thc.-, 15 republics
of the USSR. The population is for the most part Ruesian lbut includes many
smaller nations, which inhabited the areas before they were added to the
Russian Empire.

UkrSSR. Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, the second largest of the republics. Also
referred to in the text as Ukraine.

ASSR. Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic. Areas comprised of small nationalities not
large enough to form a national republic. There are 19 in the USSR. Of these, 15
are in the RSFSR.

CPSU. Communist Party of the Soviet Union.

CPU. Communist Party of Ukraine. When first formed the letter (s) was inserted (0(b)U)
denoting Bolsheviks. In the text the (b) is omitted.

CC. Central Committee.

Supreme Soviet. The house of representatives organized along the lines of the House of
Commons, but without any real powers.

Council of Peoples' Commissars. Now called the Council of Ministers. The equivalent of
the cabinet. The chairman is the prime minister.

Bolshevik. The tern is applied to members of the majority in the Russian Social
Democratic Labour Party. They later formed the Communist Party.

Bourgeois nationalist. Term used in the USSR to denote nationalists in Ukraine and other
non—Russian areas of the Russian empire, who wished to form
independent democratic states based on private ownership. Such
people are regarded AA the most dangerous enemies of the USSR.

Central Rada. The latter word means council. This was a convention in Ukraine of
representatives of political parties and other organizations, called in
1917, after the overthrow of the Tsar, to form a government in Ukraine.

Retlura, Simon. Political and military leader in Ukraine from 1917 to 1920.

Kurkul. Term applied to peasants of average wealth. The policy of the Soviet government
was to confiscate their property and exile or destroy them.

YCL. Young Communist League, the youth organization of the Communist Party.

KGB. Committee of State Security, the Russian secret police.
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Appendix I'

National Composition of the Population of the UkrSSR 1959.

Total population 41,869,046

Ukr-inians 32,158,493 76.8
Rusians 7,090,813 16.9
Jam; 840,311
Polea 363,297
Belorussians 290,890
TIoldavians 241,650
Bularlans 219,409 A
Hunj:Irians 149,229
Grocl:s 104,359
Romanians 100,863
Tatars 61,527 0
Ar:oonians 232024
1:ahauz 23,530
Gypsio3 22,515
Czechs 14,539
Slovaks 13,991
Ccorzians 11,574
:ordva 11,397 6.3
Chuvash 3,925
Lithuanians 3,906
Uzbc.ks 3,472
Latvians 6,919
Azorbaidzhans
Kazalths

6,680,
4,694

Estonians 4,181
Dagostans 3,823
Albanians 3,809
Bashkirs 3,316
Osetins 3,325
Karaims 3,301
Udmurts 2,828

Source: itogi vsesoyuznoy perepisi, Ukrainskaya SSR, p168.
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Appendix 1k

NationZComposition of students in Higher Educational inctitutions 02 to Til erSSE 1960.

Total in Ukr&F,R -47,744

Ukl-ainians	 2692945	 62.5
Russians	 125,464	 30.
W......-■	 28,673	 .
ISelorussians	 .42377

7,o1davians	 .11030
Armoniant	 , 909
Georgians	 527	 A
Tatars	 517	 L
Ascrbaidzhans	 • 192	 L
Chuvash	 139
()satins	 129	 0
Lithuanians	 106	 T
Usbks	 '104	 R
Hazakhs	 101	 E
Latvians	 • 84	 R
Mordva	 73	 . S
Yakuts ' 68
Kom	

.
i	 62	 7.5

DaEostans	 55
rashkirs	 51
Estonians	 51
Kirkhiz	 44
Kalmyk 	 42
Balkan-,	 40
Abkhaz	 38
Buriats	 29
Tadkks	 23
Turlan	 28
Kabard: Ims	 22
liaris ,	 21
Karelians	 17
Udmurts	 17
Inoush	 .8
Chechan	 6
Othera	 3,746

Source: Washoe obrazovanie, op. cit., p130.
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Nat ionaCeomposition of Specialists with Eicher Education in UkraM 1960.
Total in n•SSR 685 351

Ukrainians	 399,931	 53.3Ruscians	 1810439	 26.5
83,639Balorussians	 6,272Arnonians	 1,800	 AY.oldavians	 823Tatars	 806GeorGians	 578Chu-vas:1	 223	 0Latvians	 209Osctins	 133Yordva	 175Lithuanians	 143Komi 123Udmurts 118Estonians	 114	 15.2Adzerbaidshans	 1011-aris 61

Tadziks	 18BaThars	 14Buriats	 11Ahkhaz
9Kabardins	 7Turkmsn• 6Kirkhlz	
4

•	 3	 .Chcchans	 2Inz;uzh	 2
KarakoIpaks	 2

Source,: Nlysshoo obrazovanie, pp. cit., p70.,

,	 44

Yakuts
45Eashkirs	 40Karolians	 32Dacstans	 31Uzbeks 31Kazalths	 23
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Appendix 17
:

Distrion of nrainian Specialists with Higher Education in republics of tilt', USSR 1960.

cr)

Ukrainian	 .ssa	 399,931	 77.2
'Rusian	 si.=	 85,155	 16.4
Kaz2.kh	 sf,n	 10,984-
Y:oldavlan	 SFR	 5,702	 A
?olorasian	 SSR	 •5,441,,	 L
Uzixik •	 SSR	 2,984	 1
Kirkhiz	 SSR	 2,201,
Latvian	 SSR	 1,135	 o
?adzhik	 SSR	 '' 1,103	 T
Tua-kn	 SSR	 787 •	 H'
Azerbaidzhan	 SSR	 615	 E
Goor6ian	 SSR	 579 	 ll'
Lithuanian	 SFR	 519. -	 S
Estonian	 'SSR	 420 -
Armenian	 SSR	 168	 64i

Source: Wcshoe obrazovanie, op. cit., p70 71.
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Appendix VI

Comparison ofussians and Ukrainians in Various Ara of Zducaldon

Total for tho USSR. (Summary).

of Via*

Population
7Y..

1-7519
Plizians
—37:7(---

Ukrain:7.nn3
---7f7.73---

Ftudents in S2C. spec. ad. inst., 1964 65.2 15.3
S;Decialists with. sec. spec. ed. 196h 65.1 15.9
Students in hig,:or ed. mat. 1964 61. 14.6
Post i;raduate students 1960 .58.5 11.1F3c1ent1sts 1964 66. 10.6

Appendix VII

Comparison of Russians and Ukrainians in 'Various Areas of Education as of ths
Total for the, USSR (Summary).

Yr.
:opulation 17957 16.9 76.3Sturlonts'in scc. spec. ed. inst. 1961 24.8 69.1
Students in hiLher cd. inst. 1960 30. 62.5Specialists uith higher ed. . 1960 26.5 58.3Scientists 1960 Not givon 48.3

er'""-
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•

Comparison .. cf Various Areas of Education of the RSYFR and tha nrSSE
for the USSR (Summary).

oZ Totals

Population DicrESTk
D-Id7ot for all oduction
lud;.;-ct for elem. and gen. sec. ed.
FAidt for tchnicums
Pudt for hil-!or education
Textbooks for tochnicuns
Txtbooks for Ydzhar od. inst.
Soc. srec. r:d. 	 inst.
Kic:her ed. inst.

17:0
1960
1960
1960
1960
1955
1964
1954

:3.
55.9
60.5
62.9
76.
71.9
5.3.5

17.2
17.6
18.5
16.4
6.

/0.
18.3

StAidats in s.'7:c. spec, ed.	 inst.
Stuents in hillcr ed. inst.
Students in hii%er ed. inst. receiving stipends
StAants in hi,;her ed. inst. sponsored 

by enterprisesInstitutions with power to recommend students forandidate znd PhD dn".cos

1954
1964
1960
1960
1960

57.3
CP.

60.7
61.1.

17.5
/8.3
17.4
17.7
16.1

Crotes of voc-tech. schools
Post zraduate students
Spncialicto witil sec. spec. ed.
Scientists

1959.
1964
1964
1964

74.7
0,.2 .
67.6
60.3

8.6
16.
12.8
19.1

Sciontists with PhD deL;reos
Workers who improved their qualification* whilecmploy6d

1964
1964

63.6
70.7

14.2
12.8

19614 66.3 17.8

p\4:i1132,


